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ABSTRACT
The Role of Context in Resolving Syntactic Ambiguity
(February, 1985)
Maria Fernanda Ferreira, B.A., University of Manitoba
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Charles E. Clifton, Jr.
The research presented in this thesis was conducted in order to
determine whether contextual information provided by the discourse in
which a syntactically ambiguous sentence is embedded would affect the
syntactic processing of that sentence. The target sentence either
had a simple syntactic structure (minimal attachment) or a complex
one (nonminimal attachment). In Experiment 1, minimal attachment and
nonminimal attachment sentences were placed in either appropriately
biasing or neutral contexts, and subjects' reading times and
question-answering accuracy were recorded. The results suggested
that context did not affect the syntactic processor's initial
analysis of the target sentences. The parser initially computes a
minimal attachment structure, revising it only if the parser is
presented with syntactically disambiguating information. The second
experiment was conducted in order to extend the results of Experiment
1. Both the materials from the first experiment and additional target
sentences which involved a different type of syntactic ambiguity
were
v
tested, and subjects 1 eye movements were recorded. The results of
the second experiment replicated the first and indicated that the
processes of syntactic analysis and reanalysis are not affected by
contextual information. These results are viewed as supporting an
autonomous rather than an interactive model of language processing,
in which modules or specialized processors operate independently and
communicate in a highly constrained fashion.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of current research on sentence comprehension is
concerned with the issue of how different categories of information
potentially available to the language processor are used. A central
question is whether the human sentence parsing mechanism (the parser)
can be influenced by nonsyntactic information sources, such as
semantic, pragmatic, and discourse-contextual information, or whether
the parser assigns syntactic structure independently. This thesis is
based on the position that the language processor consists of a
number of subprocessors, each with its own distinct properties, and
that these subprocessors interact in a constrained fashion. From
this perspective, the fact that people typically arrive at the most
plausible reading of a sentence is considered the outcome of the
language processor f s highly structured use of different information
sources. Experimental investigation is thus directed at uncovering
the timing of online processes occurring during sentence
comprehension in order to determine the structure of the language
processing system.
The Syntactic Processor
The operation of the sentence comprehension mechanism can be revealed
1
2by observing how it behaves when it is confronted with syntactic
ambiguity, i.e., with more than one potential analysis of a portion
of a sentence (Frazier, 1978). Frazier outlines a number of ways the
parser might cope with ambiguity. The parser might compute all
possible analyses in parallel, and then reject all but the one that
is correct (Crain & Steedman, 1984). This strategy would ensure that
the parser always correctly structures the ambiguous material, but it
is computationally costly. Another strategy the parser might use is
to delay making a decision about the analysis until disambiguating
information has been received (e.g., Marcus. 1980). This option would
place a heavy burden on memory, since it would involve holding
unstructured material in working memory. Furthermore, unless the
ambiguous string is structured in some way, it is hard to see how the
parser would recognize disambiguating information when it did
arrive. A final possibility is that the parser selects only one
analysis. This strategy would be efficient, but it would also mean
that the parser might choose the wrong analysis and have to reanalyze
the ambiguous material.
There is substantial evidence that the parser computes only one
analysis, the first analysis available (Frazier, 1978; Frazier &
Rayner, 1982; Rayner. Carlson, & Frazier, 1983). Frazier (1978)
proposed that the parser follows the minimal attachment strategy:
Attach incoming material into the phrase-marker being constructed
using the fewest syntactic nodes consistent with the well-formedness
rules of the language. This strategy is efficient in terms of
3computational and memory load: Only one analysis at a time is
constructed, and all incoming material is structured as it is
received. Frazier and Fodor (1978) argue that a minimal attachment
analysis is more efficient than a nonminimal attachment analysis
because the minimal attachment analysis requires the accessing of
fewer phrase structure rules. Under the reasonable assumption that
accessing rules takes time, the minimal attachment analysis would be
constructed first. The parser then stops once the minimal attachment
analysis is complete. If the analysis turns out to be incorrect and
the parser is led down the garden-path, then the parser will have to
reanalyze the misanalyzed material. Since it takes extra work to do
so, the minimal attachment strategy predicts that people will take
more time and have more difficulty processing nonminimal attachment
sentences.
Frazier (1978) tested this prediction by presenting either
minimal attachment or nonminimal attachment sentences to subjects and
asking them to judge whether the sentences were grammatical. She
found that subjects took less time to make their decisions for the
minimal attachment than nonminimal attachment sentences. Frazier and
Rayner (1982) recorded subjects' eye movements and found that
subjects took more time to read nonminimal attachment sentences, and
their fixation durations were longer in the region of the sentence
that disambiguated the analysis. Subjects also made regressive eye
movements to earlier portions of the nonminimal attachment
sentences,
consistent with the prediction that people misanalyze nonminimal
attachment sentences and then go back and revise them.
Autonomy and Interaction in Sentence Processing
Although it has been shown that the behavior of the parser can be
characterized in terms of the minimal attachment strategy, it is
possible that the strategy is not obligatory, and that it can be
overridden by nonsyntactic information. The issue here is whether
the syntactic processor operates independently and autonomously of
other information sources, or whether different information sources
interact and communicate freely. The former alternative is
consistent with proposals made by Fodor (1983) concerning the
modularity of mind. Fodor argues that the mind consists of a number
of input systems or modules that provide information to the central
processors. Input modules are informationally encapsulated: Their
operation cannot be affected by information at relatively high levels
of representation. The syntactic processor can be viewed as a
module, since it uses syntactic information to compute a syntactic
representation, and it does not have access to information at higher
levels, such as semantic constraints and world knowledge. To use
Pylyshyn's (1980) terminology, the operation of the syntactic
processor is cognitively impenetrable.
Forster (1979) has proposed a model of the language processor in
accord with this modular approach. The language processor
is
organized into three microprocessors: a lexical processor, a
syntactic processor, and a message processor. Each level operates
autonomously; no microprocessor can receive information from a
microprocessor at a higher level. The syntactic processor cannot be
affected by the message processor; it can only send its output up to
the message processor. The task of the message processor is to use
semantic information to convert the representation into a conceptual
structure. At this point, the language processor no longer operates,
and the general problem solving system takes over.
Forster points out that postulating a highly constrained model
such as this one is more likely to lead to the discovery of structure
in the language processing system than postulating a totally
interactive model (e.g., Riesbeck & Schank, 1978). However, the model
may be too extreme. It is possible that information from the
different levels within the language processor is integrated quite
early during sentence comprehension. Thus information from the
semantic processor may not be capable of influencing the syntactic
analysis first pursued by the parser, but plausibility constraints
could be used quickly to reject an analysis that would lead to a
pragmatically less preferred reading of a sentence (Rayner, Carlson,
& Frazier, 1983). Pragmatic and semantic information could act as a
filter to reject anomalous or inappropriate readings of sentences.
Frazier (1983) proposes such a model. The sentence
comprehension mechanism is decomposed into two subprocessors: a
syntactic processor and a thematic processor. The task of the
syntactic processor is to assign the first available analysis to an
6input string. The task of the thematic processor is to examine
alternative thematic structures listed for the head of a phrase
(e.g., the relative vs. complement structure for wanted in a phrase
such as wanted the dress on that rack ) and select the one that is
most plausible. The syntactic and thematic processors operate
independently. Therefore, this model predicts that a sentence will
be easier to process if the outputs of the two processors are
consistent. If the syntactic processor assigns a structure that
conflicts with the thematic structure chosen by the thematic
processor, the parser will be garden-pathed, the sentence will be
reanalyzed, and processing will be more difficult. The reanalysis
can occur before the entire sentence is read, since the output of the
two processors is integrated quickly. The model thus permits
modularity in the sentence comprehension mechanism without
postulating rigid autonomy and long delays in the availability of
information from different subprocessors.
In contrast to these claims is Marslen-Wilson's fully
interactive model (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Tyler &
Marslen-Wilson, 1977). According to this model, different information
sources (lexical, syntactic, and semantic/pragmatic) interact and
communicate freely during sentence comprehension. The output of
these different sources is potentially available to any other.
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler argue that such a flexible and unconstrained
system results in the most efficient processing. In an experiment
which they take as support for this position, Tyler and
Marslen-Wilson (1977) auditorily presented sentences such as the
following to their subjects:
(1) Since they're usually obedient and docile, riding
horses...
(2) If the saddle is uncomfortable, riding horses...
The subjects were then visually presented either the word is or are,
and their task was to name the word. Naming latencies were
recorded. Subjects were faster to name the word (ia vs. ars) when
it was an appropriate continuation of the sentence, indicating that
the prior context in the first clause biased their interpretations of
the ambiguous phrase. Tyler and Marslen-Wilson suggest that these
results support a model in which an independent syntactic level of
representation would not even need to be computed, given a strong
enough context.
Townsend ( 1983)
,
however, notes that a confound in their
materials may account for their results. For almost half of the
sentence pairs, there were morphologically marked number cues (e.g.,
is vs. are ) in the first clause. The existence of these cues may
have facilitated naming of the word. To test this hypothesis, he
conducted an experiment using the same kinds of sentences, but
designed to assess separately the contribution of semantic context
and verb number information. He found no effect of semantic bias,
and a significant effect of number information. Therefore, there is
no reason to believe that, in the Tyler and Marslen-Wilson
experiment, semantic context did affect the syntactic processing of
9rather than a minimal attachment analysis of an ambiguous string).
Tanenhaus, Carlson, and Seidenberg (1984) argue that the modular
view of the language processor is compatible with the observation
that there is close to no delay in the availability of semantic
information. Different modules of the language processor do not
necessarily have to be arranged serially; a module is defined instead
in terms of the vocabulary it uses and the representation it
computes. Further, the output of a module should not be affected by
other modules or the general cognitive system. Because there are
dependencies between modules, all information cannot be available in
parallel. But if the unit of processing used by the modules is
small, the language processing model will closely approximate a
parallel model. Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1980) correctly point out
that until the unit of processing is specified, it will be difficult
to evaluate the empirical claims made the modular model. (Some work
is being done on this topic; e.g., Frazier, Syntactic Complexity,
1984). Nevertheless, the interactive and modular models can be
distinguished empirically: If the language processor were
interactive, then it should be possible to use semantic information
to influence the operation of the syntactic parser. If the language
processor is modular, then this sort of influence should not be
possible.
Finally, a more extreme view of the use of semantic information
during sentence processing is Schank' s Conceptual Dependency Theory
(Schank 1972; Riesbeck & Schank, 1978), which states essentially that
3the ambiguous phrase.
In a subsequent series of experiments, Marslen-Wilson and Tyler
(1980) found that semantic information is available very quickly
during sentence processing. Subjects were asked to monitor sentence
pairs for a target word appearing anywhere in the second sentence,
and naming times were recorded. The sentence pairs were either
Normal (semantically and syntactically coherent), Syntactic
(syntactically coherent but semantically uninterpretable) , or
Random. Subjects were faster in the Syntactic than in the Random
conditions, providing evidence for the computation of a structural
representation. Subjects were also faster in the Normal than in the
Syntactic conditions, and this advantage was found right at the
beginning of the sentence. This result suggests that there was
virtually no delay in the availability of semantic information.
Similarly, Marslen-Wilson (1975) found evidence from experiments
using the speech shadowing technique that contextual information is
available to the processing system as early as within 250 msec of a
word's onset. Nevertheless, these experiments do not demonstrate
that the operation of the syntactic processor can be directly
affected by nonsyntactlc information; all that has been shown is that
a semantic representation is constructed very early during sentence
comprehension. More convincing evidence for a fully interactive
model would be evidence showing that semantic information is not only
available, but can also change the normal operation of the parser
(e.g., causing the parser initially to select a nonminimal attachment
9a syntactic representation is not computed at all, except in unusual
situations (i.e., when lexical constraints are not sufficient to
constrain the analysis of a sentence). This view is not unusual in
the psychological literature (c.f., Clark & Clark, 1977). Riesbeck
and Schank claim that a theory of language understanding should
satisfy two criteria: (1) the process should not require unnecessary
work, and (2) it should mirror the actual process people use.
However, the approach they endorse satisfies neither criterion.
First, as Frazier (1983) argues, the notion that it is
computationally efficient not to compute a syntactic representation
is misleading. The language processor would have to perform a number
of ad hoc syntactic tests to assess whether the semantic analysis is
coherent, but it may be more efficient to compute a single syntactic
representation and use it to constrain semantic processing. With
respect to the second criterion, there is substantial evidence that
people do in fact compute a syntactic representation (e.g.,
Marsien-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Rayner,
Carlson, & Frazier, 1983), and there is some evidence (Frazier, PSS,
1983) that they will not assign a pragmatically tempting reading to a
sentence if it is not grammatically licensed (e.g. people will not
assign the sensible reading to John claimed the gangster will die
yesterday at the shootout ). Therefore, any theory of language
processing which does not attribute psychological reality to a level
of syntactic representation cannot be adequate.
To summarize the argument up to this point: The behavior of the
syntactic processor is characterized by the minimal attachment
principle, which states that incoming material is structured into the
phrase marker being computed using the fewest syntactic nodes
possible. The syntactic processor operates independently of other
information sources, but its output is quickly integrated with higher
level nonsyntactic information. Thus, this approach to sentence
comprehension predicts that a minimal attachment analysis is always
computed first by the parser, and later revised if semantic
plausibility information indicates that the nonminimal analysis is
preferable. Since this integration occurs relatively quickly,
reanalysis can occur as soon as the sentence processor detects a
conflict between the output of the two subprocessors.
Information Sources in Sentence Comprehension
It is important to distinguish among the different sources of
information that could potentially interact with syntactic
information. One source of information is the output of the parser
itself, i.e.
,
syntactic information. Consider the following
sentences:
(3) Sally found out the solution to the physics
problem and Ervin found out the solution to the math problem*
(4) Sally found out the solution to the physics problem was easy
and Ervin found out the solution to the math problem was trivial.
(5) Sally found out the solution to the physics problem was easy
and Ervin found out the solution to the math problem.
Each is a conjoined sentence consisting of two clauses. In (3) and
11
(4)
,
the structures are parallel; both clauses of (3) are minimal
attachment, and both clauses of (4) are nonminimal attachment. In
(5)
,
the clauses are not parallel; a nonminimal attachment clause is
followed by a minimal attachment clause. Frazier, Taft, Roeper,
Clifton, and Ehrlich (1984) presented sentences such as these to
subjects and asked them to read each sentence clause as quickly as
possible. Reading time for each clause was recorded. They found
that the second segment of parallel form sentences was read faster
than the second segment of nonparallel structures. A large
facilitation effect was found when the nonminimal attachment form in
the second clause followed a nonminimal attachment form in the first
clause, but no facilitation was found when the minimal attachment
form was preceded by the minimal attachment form.
Frazier et al. suggest two possible mechanisms to account for
this effect. First, when the parser has just been garden-pathed
(i.e., when the first clause is nominimal attachment), it may delay
making a decision about the second clause until disambiguating
information has been received. Alternatively, the parser may
initially compute the minimal attachment analysis, but rather than
stopping the analysis, it may continue to construct any alternative
analyses and then select the appropriate one once disambiguating
information has been received. Whichever mechanism turns out to be
correct, this experiment provides evidence that the operation of the
syntactic processor can be affected by just-carried-out parsing
routines. In other words, the parser can use its own output to
influence the syntactic analysis of subsequent material.
This result is interesting because although it demonstrates that
the behavior of the parser can violate the minimal attachment
strategy, it does not conflict with the autonomy of syntactic
processing assumption. The facilitation is due to processes
occurring within a level of the language processing system, not from
a higher level process feeding down to a lower one. Facilitation
within a single level of the language processor does not violate the
autonomy assumption. This argument is analogous to the argument made
by Forster (1979) concerning facilitation within the level of the
lexical processor. Forster argues that the standard DOCTOR-NURSE
priming effect does not violate the autonomy of lexical processing
assumption because the effect is intralexical (i.e., the effect is
due to associations that exist within the lexicon). Thus, as long as
facilitation occurs within a level of the language processor, the
autonomy of levels assumption is not violated.
A second source of information that could potentially interact
with the syntactic processor is semantic information. For the
purposes of this research, "semantic" information will be considered
both readers' linguistic knowledge of the meaning of the expressions
of their language and some aspects of their knowledge of real world
properties of objects and events (Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983,
footnote 1). In addition, semantic information will be (arbitrarily)
defined in terms of within sentence plausibility. Since our
intuitions suggest that semantic information can strongly affect how
13
we interpret sentences, it has been argued that semantic information
can completely override any syntactic bias. One experiment that has
been taken as support for this position is the Tyler and
Marslen-Wilson (1977) experiment discussed earlier. This evidence is
suspect, however, because of the possible artifact in their materials
discovered by Townsend (1983).
Rayner, Carlson, and Frazier (1983) conducted two experiments
designed to evaluate the claims made by the interactive and
autonomous models. They point out that, in order to evaluate the
different hypotheses, it is important to use an online measure of
language processing. End-of-sentence measures can only tell us about
the analysis subjects arrive at after integrating different
information sources; the measures do not allow us to distinguish
between initial analyses and later processing. The measure Rayner et
al. used, eye movement recording, is particularly valuable in that
it provides data on both first pass (initial analysis) and reanalysis
procedures (regressive eye movements).
Rayner et al. proposed that if the interactive model is
correct, then they would expect subjects initially to adopt the
semantically preferred reading of the sentences and therefore not to
be garden pathed in sentences semantically biased towards the
nonminimal attachment reading. If, on the other hand, the autonomous
model is correct, then they would still expect garden paths in the
nonminimal attachment sentences.
The first experiment contrasted sentences such as the following:
14
(6) The performer sent the flowers was very pleased.
(Reduced plausible/NMA
)
(7) The florist sent the flowers was very pleased. (Reduced
implausible/MA)
(8) The performer who was sent the flowers was very pleased.
(Unreduced plausible/unambiguous)
(9) The performer sent the flowers and was very pleased with
herself, (active implausible/ MA)
Rayner et al. predicted that, if readers initially compute the
minimal attachment reading regardless of semantic plausibility, then
readers should be garden-pathed in (6) and (7) but not in (8) and
(9) . Consistent with these hypotheses, they found that the reduced
sentences took longer to read than the other sentences forms.
Further, subjects took much longer to read the reduced relative
sentences in the disambiguating region (was very) for both first pass
and total reading times. Analysis of the number of regressive eye
movements revealed that there were more regressions in the reduced
relative sentences than in the others. This pattern of data
indicates that semantic plausibility did not determine readers'
initial structural analysis of the sentences.
In the second experiment, subjects were shown sentences of the
following form:
(10) The spy saw the cop with binoculars but the cop
didn't see him.
(11) The spy saw the cop with a revolver but the cop didn't see
him.
In (10), both the syntactic and the semantic biases of the sentences
are consistent. In (11), the semantic bias conflicts with a minimal
attachment reading of the sentence, and eventually forces a
15
nonminimal attachment reading of the sentence. Subjects took longer
to read the nonminimal attachment than the minimal attachment
sentences on both first pass readings and total reading time, and
reading times were longer in the ambiguous region. This experiment
provides further evidence that subjects initially compute a minimal
attachment reading of an input string and only later revise their
analysis if that reading conflicts with the pragmatics of the
sentence. Together, the experiments provide striking evidence for
the autonomy of syntax hypothesis.
A third and final source of information that needs to be
considered is contextual and discourse knowledge, which will be
defined as semantic plausibility factors operating across sentences
and integrative processes occurring during text processing. Very
little research has been done on the question of how syntactic and
discourse-contextual information are integrated. This topic is
important, however, and for at least two reasons. First, preceding
context might provide the syntactic parser with information about the
pragmatically preferable analysis before the parser actually commits
itself to a structural analysis of an ambiguous string. Thus, this
imformation source would be especially useful to a parser that could
be influenced by nonsyntactic information. Second, studying
sentences in context might provide information about language
processing in a more natural setting. Sentences rarely appear in
isolation, and so it is possible that results from single sentence
experiments are based on tasks that are unnatural to the subject and
16
force him to adopt an unusual or atypical strategy.
This second point can be considered in terms of one of the main
functions of language, namely communication. A speaker uses language
to convey information to his listener(s). Some sentence structures
are better suited to conveying certain kinds of messages than others;
different structures are appropriate to different discourse
functions. For example, the cleft construction 2£ is the. girl thai
13. Pgttinfi iifi cat is appropriate to a situation in which the
listener already knows that someo ne, is petting the cat, but doesn't
know who that someone is; it would be inappropriate to use this
sentence if the listener knew the girl was petting something, but
didn't know what it was (Clark & Haviland, 1977). Further, this
sentence may be difficult to process in isolation compared to a
simple active sentence, but in an appropriate context, the difficulty
of the sentence might disappear.
Davison and Lutz (1984) explored this issue by presenting
sentences of different syntactic forms to subjects together with a
preceding context sentence that served to establish a semantic
relation between the two sentences. They hypothesized that if the
preceding context sentence mentioned the sentence topic of the next
(target) sentence, the target sentence would be easier to understand
than if it were presented in a neutral context. The transformed
sentence forms studied were Passive, There-insertion, Adverb
preposing, Raising to subject position, and Raising to object
position. Each structure introduces a different entity as sentence
17
topic. Corresponding untransformed sentences were also presented.
Subjects were told to read each sentence and press a button when they
felt they had understood the sentence. From their data, Davison and
Lutz conclude that (1) the transformed version is harder to process
than the untransformed version in a neutral context; (2) reading time
decreases if the context mentions the topic of the next sentence; and
(3) reading times increase (somewhat) if the context and target
sentence are incongruent.
These conclusions however, are not supported by their results.
First, the difference between the transformed and untransformed
sentences in the neutral contexts is quite small (2395 msec vs.
2360, respectively, on one analysis; 2410 vs. 2350 on an analysis
excluding the Raising to subject data). Second, the conclusions
imply that there was a significant interaction between sentence form
(transformed vs. untransformed) and context type (neutral,
biased-untransformed, and biased- transformed), but no such
interaction was found. Third, for each sentence form, reading times
for the neutral context were longer than for either of the biased
contexts, and there was virtually no difference between congruent and
incongruent conditions. Even when there was a mismatch between
context type and sentence form, there was little increase in the
reading times, and subjects were faster than in the neutral
conditions. Thus, if context had any effect at all on the processing
of the sentences, it seems that the effect is due to the presence of
context, regardless of how the context relates to the next sentence.
18
An examination of the materials suggests why this might be so. On an
intuitive level, the inoongruent context- target sentence pairs do not
seem any stranger than the congruent pairs. For example, compare
(12) and (13). (The (a) sentences are the context sentences; the (b)
sentences are the target sentences.)
12(a). Income-tax evasion is a very common crime.
(Untransformed)
12(b). Judges have ruled several mayors to be guilty of tax
fraud. (Transformed)
13(a) Elected officials are not always trustworthy. (Transformed)
13(b) Judges have ruled several mayors to be guilty of tax fraud(Transformed)
Now contrast (12) and (13) with (14).
14(a). It's amazing what you can read in local
newspapers. (Neutral)
14(b). Judges have ruled several mayors to be guilty of tax
fraud. (Transformed)
The neutral context-target sentence pair (14) does seem to be more
difficult than the other pairs. Thus, although some of the obtained
effects are in the predicted direction, the effects are small and not
statistically significant. The claim that context can affect ease of
syntactic processing—although intuitively plausible—has not been
supported by Davison and Lutz 1 obtained results.
Crain and Steedman (1984) also studied the effects of context on
syntactic processing. They proposed that syntactic ambiguities are
resolved by semantics and specific conversational context, rather
than by structural/syntactic mechanisms. To clarify this proposal,
they distinguish between weak and strong interaction. In a language
20
relative constructions (The r^eci £ast the. ]»* Xell) contain a
number of presuppositions: first, that there is a set of horses in
focus; second, that the relative clause applies to a horse in the
set; and third, that there is a single horse identified by the
relative clause. Because of the presuppositions, this sentence is
almost impossible to understand out of context or in a context that
does not satisfy the presuppositions. This argument has implications
for the neutrality of "neutral" contexts used in experiments on the
processing difficulty of sentences, if a reduced relative is placed
in a neutral context that does not satisfy the presuppositions, the
simpler analysis will be preferred on pragmatic grounds, not on
syntactic grounds.
Crain and Steedman conducted three experiments to test these
proposals. In the first experiment, subjects were presented reduced
relative sentences such as 15a and 15b, and they were asked to judge
whether the sentences were grammatical or ungrammatical.
15(a). The teachers taught by the Berlitz method
passed the test. (Implausible)
15(b). The children taught by the Berlitz method passed the test.
(Plausible)
The implausible sentences were judged ungrammatical 55% of the time,
and the plausible sentences were judged ungrammatical 35% of the
time. No response time data were presented. The results of this
experiment (as well as Experiments 2 and 3) cannot be taken as
evidence for the model Crain and Steedman offer, because the measure
is not sensitive to online processes during comprehension. This
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experiment does not provide convincing evidence that context can
influence the processing of structural garden path sentences.
In their second experiment, Grain and Steedman attempted to
create garden paths in sentences which syntactically should not
garden path the parser. They constructed contexts which set up the
reader to expect either a relative or complement reading of the
ambiguous portion of a target sentence such as (16) (the complement
reading is the simpler construction).
16(a) The psychologist told the wife that he was
having trouble with her husband. (Complement)
16(b) The psychologist told the wife that he was having trouble
with to leave her husband. (Relative)
The contexts either picked out one member of a couple
(Complement-inducing context) or picked out one of the two couples
(Relative-inducing context). They predicted that the subjects would
be garden pathed by the simpler construction (which structurally
should not garden path the parser) if it were preceded by the
relative-inducing context. Consistent with this prediction, they
found that a complement target preceded by a relative context was
judged ungrammatical 54$ of the time (compared to 12$ ungrammatical
when preceded by an appropriate context); a relative target preceded
by a complement context was judged ungrammatical 50$ of the time
(compared to 22$ when preceded by an appropriate context). But, as
Crain and Steedman acknowledge, this experiment does not permit
evaluation of the claim that the parser first selects a minimal
attachment analysis and then revises it; the grammaticality judgment
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task measures the product of the integration of many different
information souroes but does not measure how the information sources
are integrated.
Their third experiment was designed to get at the question
whether a minimal attachment analysis is initially proposed by the
parser. Crain and Steedman suggest that if a context permits both a
minimal attachment and nonminimal attachment analysis equally well,
any residual preference for one analysis or the other would have to
be attributed to structural biases. An example of such a neutral
context is the following.
Three new players joined the baseball team. Several
older players picked one of the new players to join them for the
first practice. The other new players were upset by this.
The target sentence either appeared in complement (minimal
attachment) or relative (nonminimal attachment) form, as in (17):
17(a). The coach convinced the player that the old
pros chose to practice by themselves for the rest of spring
training. (Complement)
17(b). The coach convinced the player that the old pros chose to
practice by himself for the rest of spring training. (Relative)
Subjects rated both the relative and complement sentences as
grammatical 61$ of the time. From this result, Crain and Steedman
argue that analyses are not proposed serially on the basis of
structural criteria, as argued by Frazier. However, again, this
experiment cannot be taken as conclusive evidence against the Frazier
model because of the kind of measure employed; Crain and Steedman did
not tap online processes occurring during sentence processing. As
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well, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions from a finding of no
difference between two conditions. It is quite possible that the
experimental technique was not sensitive enough to pick up actual
differences, in sum, neither the Crain and Steedman nor the Davison
and Lutz study provide evidence that the behavior of the parser can
be directly affected by contextual information.
Up to this point, I have identified two aspects of context that
might be expected to affect how easily a particular sentence
structure is understood: (1) the discourse function of different
syntactic structures, and (2) the extent to which a context satisfies
the presuppositions of a sentence. A third aspect of discourse that
should be considered (bearing in mind that these three aspects
overlap somewhat) is the existence of what Grice (1975) termed the
cooperative principle. According to the cooperative principle, the
speaker should (1) make his message no more and no less informative
than required, (2) say only what he believes and has evidence for,
(3) say things that are relevant to the situation/conversation, and
(4) make the message easy to understand (Haviland & Clark, 1974). The
listener, on the other hand, assumes the speaker is abiding by this
principle; therefore, if the listener detects an overt violation, he
draws what Grice calls a "conversational implicature" (e.g., assumes
the speaker is being sarcastic). Thus, the principle affects the way
in which messages are understood. Haviland and Clark claim that a
theory of language comprehension should be able to account for these
phenomena.
2k
A part of the cooperative principle is the Given-New Contract
(Haviland 4 Clark, 1974), which concerns how given and new
information will appear in sentences. AH sentences can be divided
into information conveying what the speaker assumes the listener
already knows and the new information that is to be integrated with
the given information. A reduced relative sentence, for instance,
such as Th£ fcorse. raced pasl the. barn fell, has as its given
information the entire relative clause The. horse raced pas£ the.
ba£n; the new information is that this horse fell. The Given-New
Contract states that a speaker will present given and new information
so that the listener can get the antecedent of the given
information. A crucial requirement of the contract is uniqueness: A
listener should be able to locate one and only one antecedent of the
given information. If there is more than one referent in the
listener's mental model of the discourse, he will be unable to
determine the intended referent, and consequently communication will
break down. A second requirement is computability : The listener
should be able to find or compute the antecedent. It is
uncooperative, then, to set up a context in which two referents can
be picked out by the same antecedent, or to set up a context that
does not allow the listener to identify the presupposed antecedent.
There are obvious similarities between the suggestions made by
Haviland and Clark and those made by Crain and Steedman. Both
analyses suggest that a syntactically complex sentence typically
occurs in fairly constrained contexts. Outside this class of
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contexts, the use of the structure is unusual and therefore the
sentence is hard to process. The Haviland and Clark proposals are
more helpful, however, because they not only state that sentences
carry presuppositions, but they also specify what the presuppositions
are and how to identify them. The given-new distinction in a
sentence usually can be made quite easily: Definite noun phrases
(sometimes) carry given information; focal stress is placed on the
constituent that conveys new information; and usually given
information comes before new information (which facilitates the
given-new strategy).
The question how contextual information affects syntactic
processing is clearly an important one for evaluating autonomous and
interactive models of language processing in a more natural
situation. Contextual information is potentially available to the
parser before the parser actually begins a structural analysis.
Therefore, in a biasing context, it might be possible to influence
the parser's initial structural decision and cause the parser to
select the less preferred syntactic analysis (nonminimal
attachment). Alternatively, contextual information may act just like
semantic information in the Rayner, Carlson, and Frazier (1983)
study: The parser initially selects the first analysis available
(minimal attachment) and only later revises the analysis if it turns
out to be incorrect or anomalous (or both). To distinguish these
possibilities, neutral contexts must be carefully constructed in
accordance with the points raised by Crain and Steedman: Their
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neutrality should consist not in their permitting neither the minimal
nor the nonminimal analysis, but rather in permitting both analyses
with close to equal plausibility. Unless the neutral context is
constructed so as to permit both readings, the target sentence would
be hard to process on purely pragmatic grounds. The speaker would be
violating the cooperative principle if the complex sentence did not
appear in a reasonably appropriate context.
Experiments
The purpose of the experiments described in this thesis was to
examine the role of context in parsing strategies. This topic can be
divided into two issues: (1) how structural analyses are proposed,
and (2) how contextual information interacts with syntactic
information. The first issue refers to how the parser copes with
syntactic ambiguity. The parser could compute all analyses in
parallel, delay making a syntactic decision until disambiguating
information is received, or compute only one analysis at a time,
based on structural or semantic criteria. The second issue concerns
whether contextual information can be used to influence the syntactic
analyses that get proposed in the first place, or whether contextual
information is used to reject an analysis (or analyses) or to propose
alternatives to analyses independently computed by the syntactic
processor.
On the basis of these issues, it is possible to identify four
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major classes of models. First, according to a parallel model, all
syntactic analyses are computed in parallel (e.g., Grain & Steedman,
1984), and context is used to select among the alternatives. This
model implies that there are no purely structural garden paths;
syntactic structures are difficult to process if they do not appear
in an appropriate context. As long as the neutral contexts satisfy
the presuppositions of the target sentence, neutral contexts should
qualify as appropriate as well as biased contexts.
Second, when confronted with an ambiguous string, the parser
could delay making a syntactic decision until disambiguating
information is received (e.g., Marcus, 1980). This model also
predicts that there should be no garden paths. Furthermore, context
should have no effect since the parser simply waits for clearly
disambiguating information.
Third, the parser could compute only one analysis, and only the
semantically preferred analysis. This model is assumed by
semantically-driven language processors and detective-style parsers
(Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974). No garden paths should occur if the
ambiguous string appears in an appropriately biasing context, and
sentence processing should be easier in the presence of a biasing
context than in a neutral context. The latter prediction follows
since a parser of this sort gathers information in favor of a
syntactic analysis; more information should facilitate construction
of the analysis.
Finally, the parser might compute only one analysis, as in the
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third model, but always the syntactically preferred (minimal
attachment) analysis. Contextual information would be used to aid
reanalysis if it turns out that the minimal attachment analysis is
incorrect. According to this model, garden paths should be observed
for nonminimal attachment sentences even in strongly biasing
contexts. Reanalysis may occur more quickly or more easily if the
nonminimal attachment sentence appears in a biased rather than a
neutral context. Once the parser realizes that it has been led down
the garden path and it must therefore search for alternative
analyses, the information in the biased context is likely to be
useful.
To test these different models, two experiments were conducted.
In both experiments, a target minimal or nonminimal attachment
sentence was placed in either an appropriately biasing or neutral
context. The first experiment used active (minimal attachment) and
reduced relative (nonminimal attachment) constructions in a
self-paced phrase-by-phrase reading time task. The second experiment
was conducted in order to extend the generality of the results of the
first experiment. In addition to the active vs. reduced relative
sentences used in Experiment 1 , the second experiment included
sentences which had a prepositional phrase attachment ambiguity, and
subjects' eye movements were recorded. This measure has the
advantage that it is less intrusive than self-paced reading time and
allows for the recording of regressive eye movements. The data from
first pass and total reading time can be examined separately, which
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allows one to isolate initial syntactic analysis and reanalysls
procedures. The data eye movement data are thus useful for
distinguishing the predictions made by the interactive and modular
theories of language processing.
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENT 1
The experiment was designed to assess how the parser operates when it
has available contextual information that biases the interpretation
of a syntactically ambiguous string. Target sentences appeared in
either minimal attachment or nonmlnimal attachment form, as in (18).
18(a). The horse raced past the barn / and fell in a puddle. (MA)18(b). The horse raced past the barn / fell in a puddle. (NMA)
Notice that the two sentences are identical except for the presence
of the word ajid in 18(a). The sentence is ambiguous up to the slash,
and is disambiguated by the next one or two words (anal fell vs.
Ifill).
Target sentences such as these appeared as the next-to-last
sentence in either a biasing or neutral context. The biasing
contexts contained information that strongly selected for a
particular reading of the target sentence. A biasing minimal
attachment context contextually biased the interpretation of (for
example) jtJie horse raced past the barn towards a minimal attachment
reading by mentioning and describing a particular horse of which it
could be asserted that it raced past the barn. A biasing nonmlnimal
attachment context biased the string towards a nonmlnimal attachment
reading by explicitly mentioning two horses (a mare and a stallion),
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one of which was raced past a barn, the other of which was raced to
the boundary of the next farm. The next sentence, the target
sentence, referred to the horse raced past the barn. This context
should strongly bias the reading of the target sentence, since the
reduced relative structure is used to distinguish between two
referents previously mentioned.
The neutral contexts contained information that permits both
analyses, but does not strongly select for one or the other. The
neutral contexts were constructed in accordance with the points made
by Crain and Steedman (1984) concerning the presuppositions of
complex syntactic structures. Continuing with the horse example,
more than one horse was mentioned, but in contrast to the nonminimal
attachment biasing contexts, the horses were only mentioned (but not
given distinguishing characteristics).
Context- target passages appeared in four different forms:
minimal attachment (MA) context-MA target, nonminimal attachment
(NMA) context-NMA target, Neutral context-MA target, and Neutral
context-NMA target. (Context bias and target sentence bias were
always congruent rather than crossed. Crossing of the contexts and
target sentences would most likely simply have produced anomalous
passages.
)
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Predictions
The four conditions in the experiment are: (1) MA-context-MA sentence
(MA-MA)
,
(2) NMA-NMA
,
( 3 ) Neutral-MA (N-MA), and (4) Neutral-NMA
(N-NMA). In addition, collapsing across sentence form, there are two
conditions of context: (1) biased (including MA-MA and NMA-NMA ) and
(2) neutral (including N-MA and N-NMA).
The parallel model would predict no difference between MA-MA and
NMA-NMA conditions, no difference between N-MA and N-NMA conditions,
and no difference between the neutral and biased conditions. These
predictions follow since both the neutral and biased contexts satisfy
the presuppositions of the nonminimal attachment sentence; above and
beyond the satisfaction of presuppositions, the parallel model does
not specify the role of context. The delay model also predicts no
differences between any of the conditions, since the parser simply
waits until disambiguating information is received and then computes
a syntactic analysis.
According to the third model—which states that only one
analysis is computed at a time, and only the
semantically/pragmatically preferred analysis— the MA-MA and NMA-NMA
conditions should be the same, and the N-MA condition should be
faster than the N-NMA condition (since in the absence of a biasing
context, the simpler structure should be computed more quickly).
This model also predicts that the biased condition should be faster
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than the neutral conditions, since the presence of potentially useful
information should facilitate construction of the analysis of the
target sentence.
According to the fourth model-which states that only one
analysis at a time is computed, always the minimal attachment
analysis-the NMA-NMA condition should be slower than the MA-MA
condition, and this difference in reading time should appear only in
and after the disambiguating region of the sentence, not before. The
N-NMA condition should be slower than the N-MA analysis. The biased
condition may also be faster than the neutral condition after the
disambiguating region of the sentence if contextual information is
used quickly to revise an incorrect syntactic analysis.
Method
Subjects
Thirty-two students from the University of Massachusetts
Psychology Department human subjects pool participated in this
experiment
.
Materials
Target sentences such as (18a or b) were placed in either a
congruent or neutral context, resulting in the four different
3^
versions, as shown in Table 1.
Sixteen different passages such as those presented in Table 1
were constructed. The target sentences from each passage are
presented in Appendix A. Subjects saw only one version of each
passage, and they saw four passages in each of the four conditions.
The experimental stories were presented together with sixteen filler
stories, and the presentation of experimental and filler stories was
randomized individually for each subject.
Each story was divided into segments or regions so that
segment-by-segment reading times could be obtained. The segments
ranged between one and five words, and corresponded roughly to
phrases. Each target sentence was divided into regions as follows:
Noun phrase, ambiguous segment (verb phrase vs. reduced relative
clause), disambiguating segment (conjunction plus verb vs. verb),
and phrase after the disambiguating segment. For example (c
represents the critical or disambiguating region):
0-2 c-1 c c+1
The horse / raced past the barn / (and) fell / in a puddle.
Each story (experimental and filler) was followed by three
questions designed to assess the subjects' comprehension of the
story. The second question asked them about their interpretation of
the target sentence (e.g., Ihick hoxse fel l ifi A Puddle?), and was
written so that a different answer was correct for the minimal
attachment and nonminimal attachment sentences. The questions
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Table 1
Example of a Passage in the Four Experimental Conditions,
Experiment 1
MA-MA
t
al
l
7
'j J !u
WSS t0 pre«,ape horses for racing competitions.Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting thehorses that were strong and healthy so that her training relimenwould be most effective. Her qualification test involved Uk^ngthe horses down to a nearby farm. She would let each horse runfreely through the fields and by the farmer's old barn, and thento the boundary of the next farm. Sally put one horse to thetest. The horse raced past the barn and fell in a puddle. Rightthen and there, Sally knew that horse did not have the right
stuff
•
Sally's job was to prepare horses for racing competitions.
Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting thehorses that were strong and healthy so that her training regimen
would be most effective. Her qualification test involved taking
the horses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant would
each take a horse and ride it as hard as it would be ridden in a
race. Sally rode a mare through the field and by the farmer's old
barn; her assistant rode a stallion right to the boundary of the
next farm. The horse raced past the barn fell in a puddle. Right
then and there, Sally knew that horse did not have the right
stuff.
Neutral-MA
Sally's job was to prepare horses for racing competitions.
Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting the
horses that were strong and healthy so that her training regimen
would be most effective. Her qualification test involved taking
the horses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant would
each take a horse and ride it as hard as it would be ridden in a
race, through the fields and by the old barn. If a horse seemed
good, they'd let it run freely. The horse raced past the barn and
fell in a puddle. Right then and there, Sally knew that horse did
not have the right stuff.
Neutral-TO
Sallv's job .... The horse raced past the barn fell in a
puddle. Right then and there, Sally knew that horse did not have
the right stuff.
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associated with the target sentences are given in Appendix B. If the
subject gave an ambiguous answer, he was prcbed for more information
until he either gave an unambiguous answer or indicated that he
didn't know the correct answer. The other question-answering data
were not scored, and were included simply to prevent the subjects
from becoming aware of the purpose of the experiment.
Procedure
Each of the thirty-two different passages was presented to
subjects on a computer screen. The initial display for a passage
presented a dash in place of each letter, but preserved spaces. The
subjects hit a button to bring up the first phrase or segment of the
story. When they had read and understood the segment, they pressed
the button again to bring up the next phrase, and the previous phrase
was replaced with dashes. The subjects continued in this manner
until all 32 stories were read. The subjects' reading times for each
phrase were recorded.
Results
The mean reading times were computed for each segment of each
target sentence. The data are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. Two
analyses of variance were performed on the reading time data, one
treating subjects as the random variable and the other treating
3?
Table, z
Mean Reading Time for Each Region in Each Condition,
Experiment 1
Region
Condition
NMA—NMA
MA—MA
Neutral—NMA
Neutral—MA
c-2
637
582
595
650
c-1
756
715
729
762
847
682
775
742
c+1
880
715
855
746
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sentence* as the rando* variable (^J. The fixed effects variables
were segment (four levels), attachment (MA v.. NKA), and ccntext
bias (biased vs. neutral).
Subjects took longer to read the nonminimal attachment than the
minimal attachment sentences. The effect was significant on the
subjects analysis (F^ ( 1 ,31 )=9.97, jK.004), but not on the items
analysis (£,(1,15) =2.92, J*. 11). Table 2 shows that the difference
between the two attachments appeared in and after the critical
segment. The interaction between attachment and segment was
significant on the subjects analysis (3, 93) =3. 61 fi><. 02) and
approached significance on the items analysis (£
2 (3,45)=2.61 ,j><.07)
.
Reading time also varied among the different segments of the sentence
(Z,(3,93)=n.77, £<.0001, F
2 (3,45)=7.43, jK.OOOH, but this effect is
uninterpretable, because the segments differed in length. The
interaction between context bias and attachment was significant on
the subjects analysis (1^1,30*6.00, £<.02) but not on the items
analysis (F^C 1 , 15)=2.40,£<. 14)
.
The differences in mean reading times between the minimal and
nonminimal sentences were compared using a Bonferroni t-test
(£<.05). Considering the biased condition first, subjects took
longer to read the nonminimal attachment than the minimal attachment
sentences in the critical region and in the region following the
critical region. These effects were significant on both the subjects
and items analysis. The minimal attachment and nonminimal attachment
reading times for the other regions were not significantly
different. In the neutral condition, subjects took longer to read
the nonminimal attachment aentencea in the region following the
critical region; this effect waa significant in the subjects analysis
but not in the items analyais. The minimal attachment and nonminimal
attachment reading timea for the other regiona were not significantly
different.
Another set of analyses were performed on the data in order to
control for the effect of region length alone. Notice that, in the
critical region of the target sentence, the minimal attachment
segment always included one more word than the nonminimal attachment
segment (because the minimal attachment segment always included the
word and or .but). Therefore, if it takes more time to read the extra
word, an increment of time is being added to the minimal attachment
segment and not to the nominimal attachment segment. This effect of
word length could attenuate any effect of syntactic processing.
To control for the length variable, a linear regression equation
expressing reading time for each segment in each experimental passage
as a function of the number of characters in it was computed for each
subject. The correlation averaged over all subjects was .38. The
regression equation was used to obtain expected reading time on the
basis of number of characters alone for each segment. The expected
reading times were then subtracted from the obtained reading times
and the resulting difference scores were submitted to an analysis of
variance.
The mean reading time differences are presented in Table 3. As
Table 1
Differences Between Obtained Reading Time and
rime Expected on the Basis of Region Length Only,
Experiment 1
C C+1
NMA—NMA 1 240 158
MA-MA
-53 2 g
Neutral—NMA
-58 176 U5
Neutral—MA
-23 67 47
with the other analysis, non.ini.al
.tt.ota.nt sentenoes took longer
to read th.n minimal attactaent sentenoes, and the effect was
significant on both the subjects and the items analyses
C£
1
C1,31>10.98, £<.005, F
2 (1,1 5) = 14.61, p_<.001). There was also a
main effect of region (3,93) = 1 1 .4 3 ,£<.0001
, V3fW .12.ai.
A<.0001), indicating that it took more time to read regions c and c+1
than region c-1 (as can be seen from Table 3). In addition,
.
significant interaction was obtained between attachment and regions
tt,(3.45.M.45. JK.01, Z
2 (3,93)=5.87,£<.002), which indicates that
the nonminimal attachment sentences took more time to read in
segments c and c+1, while for the minimal attactaent sentences,
reading times were evenly distributed across the regions. Finally,
context interacted with attachment 1,45) =12.36, jK.005,
£2(1,93)=5.70, £<.025). The effect of attactaent was larger for
sentences placed in an appropriately biasing context than for those
placed in a neutral context.
The Bonferroni t-test was used to examine the difference in
reading times between minimal attactaent and nonminimal attactaent
sentences for the two context types Cp_<.05). In both the biased and
neutral conditions, subjects took longer to read nonminimal
attachment than minimal attactaent sentences in regions c and c+1,
but not in region c-1. These results were significant on both the
subjects and items analyses.
For the question data, the percentage correct in each of the
four conditions was computed. These data are given in Table k. The
Table 1
Percent Correct for Each Condition, Experiment 1
Condition
% Correct
NMA-NMA
MA—MA
Neutral-NMA
Neutral-MA
81
76
55
63
subjects understood the target sentence more often in the biased than
in the neutral conditions (81% correct for the normal attaint
and 76$ correct for the minimal attachment sentences in the biased
condition; 55$ correct for the nonminimal attachment and 62$ correct
for the minimal attachment sentences in the neutral condition). This
effect of context bias was significant in the analysis of variance
treating items as a random variable,
^(1,155=12.30, j><.00 3 , but the
effect of sentence form (F( 1 ,
1
5 )=.02, j><.89) and the interaction
between the two variables (F( 1 ,
1
5 ) = 1
.42,i><.26) were not.
Discussion
The main results of this experiment are the following: Subjects
took less time to read the minimal attachment than the nonminimal
attachment sentences, as has been found in previous studies (Frazier
& Rayner, 1982; Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983). This difference
held up even in the presence of biasing context, i.e., context did
not override the syntactic bias of the parser. Second, there is some
evidence that context facilitated reanalysis of the nonminimal
attachment sentences. The follow-up tests done on the first set of
ANOVA's suggest that subjects started their reanaysis of the
misanalyzed string one segment earlier than subjects in the neutral
condition. However, the crucial interaction between attachment and
context was not significant. In the second set of analyses
(performed on the reading times corrected for length of segment), the
^5
interaction between attachment and context was significant,
supporting the above argument concerning reanalysis. m addition,
although follow-up tests showed that subjects had significantly
longer reading times in the critical segment and the following
segment for both context conditions, the magnitude of the effect was
much larger for the sentences in a biased context condition. Thus
there is some evidence that context facilitated reanalysis of the
nonminimal attachment sentences. Finally, the question data suggest
that context allowed subjects eventually to get the right reading of
the reduced relatives. Subjects were more accurate answering
questions about the nonminimal attachment sentences in the biased
than in the neutral conditions.
The second set of analyses done on the reading times corrected
for segment length was considered necessary because of the possibly
interfering effect of segment length. Comparing the two analyses, it
appears that length did decrease the magnitude of the attachment
effect. The pattern of results was similar in both sets of analyses;
the main difference between them is that effects that were only
marginally significant on the original reading times were significant
on the corrected reading times. Thus, the arguments concerning the
different effects of syntactic complexity and context can be made
with more confidence.
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the role of
context on parsing strategies, and this goal was divided into two
issues: (1) How are syntactic analyses proposed when a string is
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syntactically ambiguous (in parallel, serially, or delayed), and ( 2)
How is contextual information integrated with syntactic information.
The results support the position that the parser proposes only one
analysis at a time, the first analysis available, arguing against
both the parallel and delay models. The role of context is not to
guide the parser's initial syntactic decisions, but to provide
information to aid reanalysis of a misanalyzed string. These
findings are consistent with the Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier (1983)
study, which showed that within-sentence plausibility information did
not affect the parser's initial analysis. Similarly, the experiment
discussed in this chapter has demonstrated that contextual
across-sentence plausibility information does not affect the parser's
initial analysis. Not only were people garden pathed in the neutral
context which did satisfy the presuppositions of the reduced
relatives, they were garden pathed in the biased contexts which both
satisfied the presuppositions of the sentence and strongly selected
for a reduced relative reading of the target sentence.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT 2
The first experiment provides quite convincing evidence that the
syntactic processor operates independently and autonomously of other
information sources. Subjects took longer to read nonminimal
attachment sentences than minimal attachment sentences in both
neutral and appropriately biasing contexts. These results are
important because they show that the minimal attachment strategy is
not an atypical strategy subjects adopt to deal with single
sentences, but a normal strategy that operates even when sentences
occur in natural discourse. This study, together with previous
research, argues strongly for the existence of a syntactic processor
which is informationally encapsulated with respect to semantic and
discourse information.
Nevertheless, it would be useful to extend the results of this
experiment to a different task and to a different sentence type. The
phrase-by-phrase reading time task measures some aspects of online
processing, but the technique is a little crude. A more sensitive
measure is eye movement recording, which provides a moment-by-moment
record of subjects* eye fixations and measures regressive eye
movements. Regressions are very likely to occur with garden path
sentences and could provide valuable information about their
^7
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process. The phrase-by-phraae reading ^ ^ ^ ^
experiment did not even allow aubjeeta to reread portions of text
they had not understood, sinee the segments of the text dlaappeared
fro* the aoreen aa they were read. The reault could well be poorer
comprehension of the target aentenoea and thua poorer perfor.anee on
question-answering.
In addition, phrase-by-phrase reading is not normal reading.
Although with sufficient praotice subjects became comfortable with
the button-pressing part of their task, it could be argued that the
difference between this task and normal reading disturbs the reading
process (c.f., Kennedy & Murray, 1984>. More specifically, recall
that the target sentence was divided into regions or segments as
follows:
The horse / raced past the barn / (and) fell / in a puddle
c"2 c c+ 1
The segment rased pjist j&e
.bam, together with the subject's
representation of The horse, form the unit The. hsrse. raceji past tfcfi
bam (prior to the subject's pressing the button to view segment c).
It is possible that this way of segmenting the sentence biases the
subject towards the minimal attachment reading of the string because
the subject has a complete sentence with a minimal attachment
analysis. This argument is not entirely convincing since the word
bacn was not followed by a period and the unit The horse xace£ past
the barn maps onto a referent in the subject's representation of the
^9
text, consistent with a non.nini.al attachment interpretation of the
fragment. Nevertheless, the argument should be addressed.
Th. results of the first experiment should also be extended to
another sentence type, and for two reasons. First, including a
different sentence type will permit assessment of the generality of
the results of the first experiment by examining whether the results
hold up using a different syntactic structure. This point is
important, because the reduced relative construction used in the
first experiment is notoriously hard to process and contains
deletions of optional words (i.e., ^ fco* wJiich w^s raced c^st the
^arnlfilivs. JUft hj2rj§e raced past the barn fell ) . Because they are
so difficult to process, it has even been suggested that reduced
relatives are not parsed in the same manner as more common structures
(Carroll, 1981 ; Fodor, 1982).
Second, Carroll (1981) argues that there is a principled
difference between the reduced relative sentences and sentences such
as John saa tfce. spv. witfc Musclars. He refers to the former as
garden-paths, and to the latter as mere surface structure
ambiguities. According to Carroll, models such as Frazier and
Fodor's (1978) are inadequate because they claim the two structures
are treated "homogeneously," while phenomenologically, garden-paths
are far more difficult to process. Frazier and Fodor argue that both
structures share the property of being nonminimal attachment; the
difficulty of reduced relatives is caused by the parser's failure to
find the right analysis even after it has been garden-pa thed. In
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contrast, Carroll model attributea the phenomenQn Qf^ ^
to clausal segmentation processing, which he oil., ia a cognitiveiy
impenetrable function of Identifying and integrating in parallei the
major conatituenta of a aentence. He attributea any effecta of
surface structure ambiguities to retrieval/elaboration or surface
structure parsing processing (e.g., attaching modifying elements),
which presumably is cognitiveiy penetrable. Thua, Carroll's model
would predict that context could have different effects on the two
different structures, m particular, since surface structure parsing
is cognitiveiy penetrable, it is possible that contextual information
could be used to select initially the more plausible syntactic
analysis.
To address this possibility that the two sentence types may be
fundamentally different, sentences which involve a prepositional
phrase attachment ambiguity, such as (19), were placed in either a
congruent or neutral context.
19. Sam loaded the boxes on the cart.
One attachment of the prepositional phrase (attachment as a daughter
of the verb phrase) results in a minimal attachment structure, and
another attachment (attachment as a daughter of the object noun
phrase) results in a nonminimal attachment structure. The two
different structures are illustrated in Figure 2.
Notice that sentence (19) is fully ambiguous, and so, as it
stands, does not force the subject to take a minimal attachment or
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MINIMAL ATTACHMENT
ffee break
NONMINIMAL ATTACHMENT
Figure 2. Minimal attachment and nonminimal attachment struct
for the prepositional phrase attachment ambiguity
sentences, Experiment 2.
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nonminimal attachment reading. Therefore, a U impossible t0 kn0H
which reading the subject actually computed. To get around this
problem, the target sentences were disambiguated after the critical
portion, as in (20) and (21).
20. (a) Sally broke the egg in the bowl, / another egg onto the
a~;„?r another egg a11 over the
20 ' (^a^ a^ao^)^' 7 3 - * *- -
2K((^nW 0a^oh1:ntrS »* "** ' hiS C0^«2M
!tt5LiST ^
b°XeS
°
n
^ Cart '^ thG — (^iniaal
For each sentence, the underlined word disambiguates the sentence.
Notice that the minimal attachment and nonminimal attachment versions
are identical up to the slash. In (20a), the preposition forces
a minimal attachment reading of the noun phrase-prepositional phrase
conjunct, and thus forces a minimal attachment reading of the
preceding conjunct J&e. figg la j&ft bowl. In (20b), the underlined and
causes the sentence to be read as a list of noun phrases; in the bowl
describes a property of the egg, rather than identifying what the egg
was broken into. The (21) sentences are disambiguated by the
properties of the verb. Loaded subcategorizes a noun phrase and a
locative prepositional phrase. In (21a), on. th£ .carjL must be the
locative prepositional phrase since the preposition before is not
locative. In (21b), oji the cart cannot be the locative prepositional
phrase since onto ihe van is obligatorily locative. The phrase £n
the cart must be taken as modifying the boxes, thus producing a
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nontax attaint reading. The type of disafflbiguation
illustrated in ( 20
,
will be referred to as the conjunction control
sentences. The type of dissipation illustrated in (21) will be
referred to as the double arguments sentences.
Because the sentences are disambiguated, the subject is forced
to compute the minimal attachment or the noominimal attachment
reading of the critical portion of the sentence. I„ addition, the
disambiguation permits the construction of questions that tap which
reading the subject actually computed, and therefore whether the
subject understood the sentence.
The stories from the first experiment were included as well in
this experiment in order to replicate the results of the first
experiment using the eyetracker. Thus, any difference between the
active vs. reduced relative structure on the one hand and the
prepositional phrase attachment ambiguity structure on the other
could be compared in the same experiment.
Method.
Subjects
Sixteen students from the University of Massachusetts were paid
$5 an hour to participate in the experiment. All subjects had normal
uncorrected vision.
5*
Apparatus
Subjects' eye movements were recorded via a Stanford Research
institute Dual Purkinje Eyetracker interfaced with a Hewlett-Packard
2100 computer that controlled the exponent. The eye tracker has a
resolution of 10 min of arc, and the horizontal and vertical signals
fro* the eye tracker were sampled every msec by the computer. Eye
position was determined by comparing the signals each H msec with the
prior 4 msec. A complete record of eye location, fixation duration,
and fixation sequence was stored on the computer disc for each
experimental item. The stories were presented on a Hewlett-Packard
1300A CRT, and the subject's eye was 46 cm from the CRT.
Eye movements were recorded from the right eye and viewing was
binocular. The brightness of the screen was adjusted to a
comfortable level for each subject and adjusted whenever necessary
during the experiment to maintain the subject's comfort. A black
theater gel covered the CRT so that the letters would appear clear
and distinct to the subjects.
The 32 stories in this experiment were presented one at a time
to subjects. The entire story appeared at once, and the stories
varied between six and 10 lines in length. The letters were
presented in lower-case except for the first letter of the first word
of a sentence, and the first letter of proper nouns.
Materia) a
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Target sentences such as (20) and ( 21 , Here placed in either a
congruent or neutral context, resulting in four different versions.
An example of a story in all four conditions is given in Table 5.
Sixteen such prepositional phrase attachment passages were
oonstructed, and the subject saw four passages in each of the four
conditions.
In addition to these 16 new passages, the experimental items
from Experiment 1 were also included so that the results of the first
experiment could be replicated on the eyetracker. These passages (of
which there were 16) contained target sentences that were either
active or reduced relative. The passages were not identical to the
ones used in the first experiment, however, because the original
items were too long to fit the 10-line limit of the eyetracker
apparatus. The passages were shortened by substituting shorter words
for longer words and by eliminating unnecessary words, phrases, and
sentences.
There were 32 items in total, each presented in four different
versions. The materials are presented in Appendix C. The target
sentence was always followed by a filler sentence in order to prevent
subjects from becoming sensitive to the target sentences. The target
sentences were arranged so that, across the four conditions in which
the sentence appeared, the sentence was in the exact same location on
laws. 5
Example of a Prepositional Phrase Passage in
All Four Conditions, Experiment 2
NMA--NMA
Katie had a habit of leaving her clotheslying around her bedroom. Yesterday her
mother hit the roof because Katie had an
expensive dress thrown casually on the
floor and another one on the dresser.
Her mother ordered her to get the
dress off the floor immediately. Katie
laid the dress on the floor onto the bed.
Then Katie and her mother made up.
MA—-MA
Katie had a habit of leaving her clothes
lying around her bedroom. Yesterday her
mother hit the roof because Katie had an
expensive dress bunched up in a corner on
the dresser. Her mother said that even
the floor would be better. Katie laid
the dress on the floor after her mother
yelled at her. Then Katie and her mother
made up.
Neutral—NMA
Katie had a habit of leaving her clothes
lying around her bedroom. Yesterday her
mother hit the roof because Katie almost
ruined an expensive dress. She ordered
Katie to put the dress somewhere else.
Katie knew she meant business. Katie laid
the dress on the floor onto the bed.
Then Katie and her mother made up.
Neutral—MA
Katie had .... Katie laid
the dress on the floor after her mother
yelled at her. Then Katie and her mother
made up.
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the screen and in the sane location within the passage. In other
words, if a target sentence continued onto the next line, it did so
in all conditions and was broken off at the same word (see Table 5).
This restriction is necessary because eye movements have particular
Properties at the beginning and end of a line (Rayner, 1 978). These
properties could interfere with the effect on eye movements of the
linguistic properties of the stimuli.
A single true/false question designed to assess the subject's
interpretation of the target sentence was written for each story.
The questions are given in Appendix D. For example, subjects would be
asked £aja put J&fi bojcgs. on ttje van. The statement is true if the
target sentence was minimal attachment and false if nonminimal
attachment. For half the trials, the true/false answers followed
this pattern, and for the other half, a true response was associated
with the nonminimal attachment interpretation and a false response
with the minimal attachment interpretation.
Four lists of (story) items were constructed. In a single list,
a story appeared in only one of the four conditions. Condition
number was assigned to the items according to a Latin Square design.
The order of items within a list was randomized, except that, in each
list, the first two items were practice stories. Thus there were 34
items (two practice stories and 32 experimental stories) in each
list.
Four lists of questions were also constructed corresponding to
each list. For 24 of the 32 experimental items, the question was
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about the target sentence, and for the other eight, the question was
about some other part of the story. The assignment of target vs.
filler question was made randomly.
Procedure
Each subject was prepared a bite bar that eliminated head
movements during the experiment. The subject was seated in front of
the CRT and the experimenter explained the procedures and gave him
the instructions. First, the eye tracking system was calibrated. A
single cross appeared first at the top-center of the screen, then the
bottom-center, then the left-center, and finally the right center.
The subject followed the cross with his eyes. Next, two stationary
crosses appeared on the screen, one at the left edge and one at the
right edge (both slightly above-center). A third cross appeared that
followed the subject's eye and allowed the experimenter to determine
whether calibration was successful. This calibration check was made
before each story to insure that accurate movements were being
obtained.
The subject then read the stories. Following each one, the
experimenter asked the subject a single true/false question about the
target sentence. The subject tapped the table in front of him with
his finger, once if the statement was true and twice if it was
false. The experimenter recorded the response. The subjects were
asked to tap the table rather than to respond orally to prevent loss
5°
of causation. (However, the subject waa free to coae off the hite
bar at any time between stories.)
The aubjeot waa told that the fi„t two atoriea were for
praotlce. The practice items were read Just Uk. the experiBental
itens, and each waa followed by a single question. After the
practice atoriea, the aubject waa aaked if he had any questions, if
not, the subject read through the reat of the liat, anawerlng a
single question after each story.
design
There are four variables in this experiment, all
within-subject.
(A) Sentence. Jiy^fi: The target sentence was (1) active vs.
reduced relative, (2) double arguments, or (3) conjunction control.
(B) Context: The target sentence occurred within (1) an
appropriately biasing context or (2) a neutral context.
(C) Attachment: The target sentence was (1) minimal attachment
or (2) nonminimal attachment.
(D) Regions: The target sentences were divided into scoring
regions. All sentences were divided into (1) a region prior to any
ambiguity, if 3uch a region existed; (2) an ambiguous region; (3) a
disambiguating region; and (H) a region after disambiguation, if
there was one. Table 6 illustrates this variable and its levels.
Region (1) is labelled c-2 (c for critical or disambiguating), region
Table 6
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Scoring Regions of the Target Sentences, Experiment 2
Sentence
Type
Active
vs
.
Reduced
Relative
Condition
c-2
NMA
MA
N/A
Region
c-1
The editor agreed
played
the tape
The editor and
played agreed
the tape
c+1
the story
was big
the story
was big
Double
Arguments
NMA Sam
loaded
the boxes
on the
cart
MA Sam loaded the boxes
on the
cart
onto
the
van
before
his
coffee
break
N/A
Conj unction
Control
NMA Sally
broke
the egg
in the
bowl
another
egg onto
the
counter
and another
egg all over
the radio
MA Sally
broke
the egg
in the
bowl
a plate and a glass
of water
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(2) e-1, region 3 (c), and region W c+ 1. From thia table> u
should be clear that the sentences do not have the same number of
regions. In fact, only two regions are sparable across sentence
type: e-1 and c. Therefore, for analyses including all sentence
types, the variable regions will have only two levels. For analyses
treating each sentence type separately, the different sentence types
will have the following number of levels for the region variable: (1)
active/reduced relative-3 levels (c-1, c
, and c+ 1); ( 2 ) Double
argument*-^ levels (c-1, and c); and ( 3 ) Conjunction control^
levels (c-1, c, c+1).
Resul ts
The results of this experiment will be divided into analyses of (a)
first pass reading times, (b) second pass reading times, (c)
regressive eye movements, and (d) question-answering data. Following
Frazier and Rayner (1982) and Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier (1983),
reading times (omitting 10$ of the data lost due to track losses,
blinks, and other malfunctions) were divided by number of characters
(including character spaces and punctuation marks) in order to
control for the effect of region length. Also, first pass reading
times were separated from total and second pass reading times. First
pass reading times include only left-to-right fixations that were the
first fixations on that character. There is one exception to this
procedure: Any right-to-left movement from the first fixation on a
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line to a position closer to the beginning of that line was treated
as occurring from left to right rather than right to left. This
exception was made because such regressions are typically made to
correct for overshoot of the eye, and most likely do not reflect
aspects of cognitive processing (Rayner, 1978). Second pass reading
times include only regressions and rereads of the material, and
exclude all first pass reading times. This procedure of separating
first pass reading time from second pass reading time allows one to
isolate initial analyses of the linguistic stimuli from reanalysis.
In all analyses, both subjects and items were treated separately as
random effects (subjects = £ ; items = £ ).
First Pass Reading Times
Mean reading times for all conditions are given in Table 7. As
can be seen from the table, subjects took longer to read nonminimal
attachment than minimal attachment sentences. This effect was
confirmed in the analysis of variance, £ ( 1 , 15)=H .45, jj<.05,
£2 (1,29)s4.7 l», £<.05. Subjects also took different times to read the
different regions of the target sentence, £.(1,19) 32*41, £<.002,
f^t 1 ,29)=21 .91 , £<.001. Table 7 shows longer reading times for
nonminimal attachment than minimal attachment sentences in the
disambiguating (c) and subsequent (c+1) region. This pattern was
confirmed by a significant attachment by regions interaction,
Z
1
(1,15)=22.30, p<.0005, £2 (1,29)=5.73, £<.03. In addition, reading
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Table 7
Mean First Pass Reading Time (msec)
,
Experiment
•
Region
sentence
Type Condition c-2 c-1 c c+1
Active
vs
.
NMA—NMA 25.9 32.0 28.7
Redur pd
Relative
MA MA
N/A
24.
1
26.7 23.7
Neutral-NMA 24.3 31.6 1 ~7 C\ii .y
Neutral-MA 25.2 24.4 25.0
Double
A TOT1 hion f nt\L gUUlCLl Lb
NMA-NMA 29. 1 20.4 34 S
MA-MA 26.8 24.8 25 4
Neutral-NMA 25.0 19.6 30.1
NT / AIN / A
Wpnfra 1 —MA 21.8 22.4 24.0
Conj unction
Control
NMA-NMA 22.7 24.2 30.3 27.8
MA-MA 24.6 26.
1
28.0 24.8
Neutral-NMA 27.6 24.4 26.1 30.8
Neutral-MA 26.4 21.9 27.6 24.7
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VSrled
"
3 fU"Ctl
- « context,
£l ( 1l15)=5 .78 , a< .03
fi<.02. SubJeets too, longer to read the appropriate
sentence when it appeared in a disaabisuating context than Mhen u
appeared in
.
neutral context. However, context did not interact
with any variable. No other significant aain electa or interacticna
were found. In particular, there was no effect of Sentence Type
tt,(a,W)..T1. JK.51, 12 ( 2 , 29 ) = .80, jk.60), nor did Sentence Type
interact with any other variable.
Separate ANOVA's for each sentence type were also perfor.ec! on
the data. The results for the active/reduced relative sentences are
given in Figure 3. As in the overall analysis, there was a
significant effect of attachment ( 1 , 1 5) = 1 0 . 06
, £<.007,
Z2(1,15) S 13.15, *<.003), and a significant effect of regions on the
subjects analysis (£, C2,30)*5.07, £<.02) that approached significance
on the items analysis <^(2,30>«3.2T, jK.06). However, the regions
by attachment interaction only approached significance,
I
1
(2,30)=2,30)=2.55, j><.10, f^SO^.Oe, jK.15.
The results for the double arguments sentences are given in
Figure H. The effect of attachment was not significant
(£
1
(1,15)=2.29, IK. 15, £2 (1,7)=.6H. jX.60), but the effect of regions
was (Z
l
(1,15)=21.12, jK.0006
,£,,( 1 ,7)=20.71
,
j><.004). The interaction
between attachment and region was also significant on both analyses,
I.,(1,15) = 15.81, £<.002, ^(liD^-M, £<.02.
Finally, the results for the conjunction control sentences are
given in Figure 5. The only significant effect in these analyses was
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c-1 c+1
O Nonminimal in Context REGION
% Minimal in Context
^ Nominimal in Neutral Context
^ Minimal in Neutral Context
Figure 3. First pass reading times for reduced relatives, Experiment 2
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in Context
Con tex t
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Neutral Context
Nonminimal
Minimal in
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M i n imal in
Figure 4. First pass reading times for double arguments, Experiment 2
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the effect of regions, ana this effect was significant only on the
subjects analysis % (2,305=6 .0-, E<.007, V,,,«.2.3S,
Secoqd Pass Reading Time
Mean second pass reading times for all conditions are given in
Table 8. As with the first pass data, subjects took longer to read
nonminimal attachment than minimal attachment sentences,
*<.002, tjOpW.16.T1. J><.0003 . Reading time also
varied as a function of regions,
^(1,15)^7.69, £< . 0003f
£2Cl,29) a11.13, £<.0023. in addition, there was a significant
attachment by regions interaction, ( 1 ,
1
5 )=15.87 , £<.002,
E,(1,29) S22.68 f JK.0001. There was no effect of context, nor did
context interact with any variable except for a marginal interaction
between context and attachment on the subjects analysis,
£^2, 30) =3. 06, £<.07. No other significant effects were found.
Separate ANOVA's for each sentence type were performed on the
data. The results for the active/reduced relative sentences are
given in Figure 6. As in the overall analysis, there was a
significant effect of attachment (p_ ( 1 , 15) =8. 59, £<.02,
£2(1,15)=?. 60, £<.02), and an effect of regions that was significant
only on the subjects analysis, (2,30)=4.53, £<.02, £2(2.30)=! .68,
£<.30). The regions by attachment interaction was also significant,
£
1
(2,30)=3. 04, £<.04, £2 (2,30)=2.79. £<.08. There was no main effect
of context
,
but the interaction between context and regions
vs
.
Relative
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Table 8
Mean Second Pass Reading Time (msec), Experiment 2
Sentence Region
TyP e Condition c-2 c-l c+1
Active NMA-NMA 10-2 19.2 70.1
Reduced MA-MA 2 6 3.9 2.7
N/A
Neutral-NMA 7.8 11.3 11.0
Neutral-MA 4.7 4<6 6>g
Double NMA-NMA 1.8 5.9
Arguments
MA-MA 2.7 3.4
13.3
3.3
Neutral-NMA 3.2 16.7 24.8
Neutral-MA
.7 6.2 8.9
Conjunction NMA-NMA 3.1 ~876 15A
Control
N/A
8.2
MA-MA 2.7 4.0 3.6 2.4
Neutral-NMA 2.4 12.7 20.7 16.5
Neutral-MA 6.2 6.8 6.2 3.2
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REGION
ONonminimal in Context
• Minimal in Context
^Nominimal in Neutral Context
^Minimal in Neutral Context
Figure 6. Second pass reading times for reduced relatives, Experiment 2
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approached significance,
^ (2, 30)=3.04, p<.07, F
2
(2, 30)=2.53, *<.10.
The results for the double argument sentences are given in
Figure 7. The effect of attachment was significant (^(1,15)^21.46,
*<.0006, ^(1,7)^11.07, *.02>, as well as the effect of regions
0,(1.15X7.11, I><.02, Z
2 (1,7)=5.60, p<.05). The interaction between
attachment and region was significant on both analyses,
£
1
(1,15) = 15.32, p<.002, ^(1,73 = 16.22, £<.006. The interaction
between context, attachment and region was marginally significant on
the subjects analysis, £,(1, 15M.20, p<.06, but nonsignificant on
the items analysis, £2(1,7)=. 28, £<.70.
Finally, the results for the conjunction control sentences are
given in Figure 8. There was a main effect of attachment that was
significant only on the subjects analysis,
^=7.56, j><.02, F_
2
=2.88,
£<.14. There was also an effect of regions, £.,=3.70, d<.02, £2=3.01,
d<.06, and an interaction between attachment and regions, ^=3.76,
£<.02, £2=2.69, p<.08. The only other result was an effect of
context that was significant only on the subjects analysis, £^4.73,
£<.05, £2=. 23, £<.70.
Regressive. Eye Movements
The number of regressions for each sentence was calculated for
each subject. A regression was defined as any right-to-left eye
movement that was not within a single word and was not the first and
second fixations on a line. (The latter stipulation is made to
•I
I
c-1
REGION
ONonminimal in Context
#Minimal in Context
r
ONominimal in Neutral Context
^Minimal in Neutral Context
Figure 7. Second pass reading times for double arguments, Experiment 2
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O Nonminimal in Context
# Minimal in Context
^Noininimal in Neutral Context
^ Mi n imal in Neutral Context
Figure 8. Second pass reading times for conjunction controls, Experiment 2
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exclude regressions made for the purpose of correcting overshoot of
the eye.) Furthermore, the only regressions that were included in
the analysis were regressions from in and/or^ the disambiguating
region to a region to the left. In other words, all regressions that
were initiated from a part of the target sentence prior to syntactic
disambiguation were not included in the analysis, since regressions
of this type do not reflect the effect of garden paths on reading.
These regressions were not included in the tabulation of regressions,
but were included in the second pass reading times.
The mean number of regressions per target sentence for each
condition are presented in Table 9. As the table reveals, subjects
made more regressions with nonminimal attachment than minimal
attachment sentences. This was confirmed in a 2 (context) by 2
(attachment) analysis of variance,
^ ( 1 , 1 5) =32 . 97 , iK.0002,
Z2(1,3D=25.37, l><. 00009. The main effect of context was not
significant, nor was the interaction between context and attachment.
Questions
The percentage correct answers for each condition are presented
in Table 10. Subjects were most accurate in the minimal attachment
context-minimal attachment sentence condition (73.4$ correct), least
accurate in the neutral context-nonminimal attachment sentence
condition (66.4$ correct), and the other two conditions fell between
these two extremes (73.4$ correct in the nonminimal attachment
Table 1
Mean Number Regressions per Target Sentence
for Each Condition, Experiment 2
Condition
NMA--NMA
MA—MA
Neutral--NMA
Neutral—MA
Regressions
.675
.2H0
.523
.333
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context-non.ini.al attachment sentence condition; n.2% correct for
the neutral context-minimal attachment sentence condition. This
pattern of data resulted in a main effect of context (f^ ( 1 , 15) = 1 1 .50,
£<.005, £2(1,30.6.91, £<.02) and a main effect of attachment which
was significant on the subjects analysis and approached significance
on the items analysis ( 1 , 15)=9 .80, jK.007, ^ 1 ,31 )=3.30, jK.08).
These two variables did not interact,
^ ( 1 ,
1
5 ) = 1 . 19. £<. 30,
£3(1, 31)=. 87, £<.70.
Discussion
First Pass Reading Time
The results for first pass reading times were the following:
First, subjects took longer to read the nonminimal attachment than
minimal attachment sentences, but only in and after the
disambiguating region, not before. Second, reading times were longer
when the target sentence appeared in an appropriately biasing context
than when it appeared in a neutral context.
These results confirm the predictions made by the autonomous
model of syntactic processing. This model states that contextual
information does not affect the initial syntactic decisions made by
the syntactic processor, but is used to aid reanalysis of a
misanalyzed string. Consistent with this model, longer reading times
were associated with the nonminimal attachment sentences, but not
Table J£
Percent Correct for Each Condition, Experiment 2
Condition Percent Correct
NMA--NMA
MA—MA
Neutral—NMA
Neutral—MA
73.4
88.3
66.4
74.2
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before the syntactic processor sent out its error signal. If the
results had turned out differently, so that longer reading times were
found J^eXsr* the disambiguating region, this would have constituted
evidence that the parser was building the more complex nonminimal
attachment structure on the basis of contextual information, before
the parser had syntactic evidence that the nonminimal attachment
structure was the right one. Since this result did not occur, there
is no evidence that the parser altered its normal mode of operation.
The parser computes the simplest structure that it can, and computes
a more complex analysis only when it receives a syntactic error
signal
.
The second result, that the presence of context actually
resulted in longer reading times for the target sentence, is less
straightforward. It should be noted first of all that context did
not interact with any other variable. Thus subjects took longer to
read the target sentences regardless of sentence type, type of
attachment, or region of the sentence. It is possible that this main
effect of context is due to the target sentenced being more easily
integrated with the previous discourse in an appropriate context than
in a neutral context. The subjects may have taken time to do the
extra work of integrating the information in the sentence with the
rest of the discourse. In the neutral context, on the other hand,
the sentence was not as easy to integrate, and so subjects may have
read it quickly without attempting to fit it in with the rest of the
discourse. This explanation is not entirely satisfactory, however,
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because the opposite is equally Dossibi*M xx p D e. Sentences that fit in an
appropriate context may take less time to understand than those that
do not, because less work needs to be done to relate the sentence and
the discourse, and readers always attempt to establish this relation
in order to achieve a reasonable understanding of the entire
discourse, if the sentence does not fit very well, as in the neutral
condition, subjects must spend more time trying to establish the
relation. in short, the reasons for this result are unclear and
probably cannot be determined from this experiment.
Finally, the effects of attachment and region were found quite
consistently across sentence types, with the glaring exception of the
conjunction control sentences. Ignoring the conjunction control data
for the moment, the consistency in results between the active/reduced
relative sentences and the double argument sentences suggests that it
is not the reduced relative structure pen se that is difficult to
process, nor is the minimal attachment effect limited to sentences
that are phenomenologically hard to process (as argued by Carroll,
1981). The minimal attachment strategy operates with more subtle
structures such as ones involving a prepositional phrase attachment
ambiguity, even in the presence of biasing context.
However, the conjunction control sentences did not show the same
pattern of results as the other sentence types. Both the minimal
attachment and nonminimal attachment versions of these sentences were
difficult for subjects to process. To understand the reason for this
result, it is necessary to examine more carefully the structure of
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the two versions of the sentenoe. Consider sentenoes (20) ana <„),
repeated here as (22) and (23).
o. oaiiy broke the egg in the bnui nUfA ,
water. (Konminimal attain?) ' ^ and a glass of
The complexity of the syntactic structures of both versions is not
only due to the relevant minimal vs. nonminimal attachment
distinction, but to other structural factors as well. Figure 9
presents the phrase-markers for (22) and (23). Notice in (22) that
for verb phrases 2 and 3 , the category V(erb) is empty. Processing
of this deleted element increases the complexity of the sentence as a
whole. Second, for (23), it is possible to attach NP2 and NP3 low
under the PP, resulting in an interpretation on which Sally broke the
egg that was in the bowl, on a plate, and in a glass of water. This
interpretation is not ruled out syntactically at any point in the
sentence; therefore, the only way to rule it out is through the
semantic bias of the sentence. It is possible, then, that these
sentences were processed and reanalyzed differently from the others.
This problem with low attachment of the NP is present in (22) as
well. The NP another £gg i s temporarily ambiguous between a low
attachment under the PP and the attachment illustrated in Figure 9.
These additional contributions to the complexity of the sentences
could plausibly lead to the pattern of results observed for these
sentences.
The conjunction control sentences were also difficult to process
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because of the conjoining of phraSes. Subjects reading these
sentences were probably somewhat confused, particularly in the
minimal attachment case, because of the presence of so many noun
Phrases and prepositional phrases. The subjects tried to clear up
their confusion because they knew they would be asked a comprehension
question after the story, and the question could be about one of the
conjuncts. The subjects therefore read the minimal attachment
version slowly and reread it to make sure that they figured out what
ended up where. The conclusion that should be drawn, then, is that
the conjunction control was not a good way of disambiguating the
sentences, because the disambiguation resulted in sentences that were
complex for reasons having nothing to do with the minimal attachment
principle.
Second Pass Reading Tin^
The main results for second pass reading time were the
following: First, as with the first pass reading time data, subjects
took longer to read nonminimal attachment than minimal attachment
sentences, but only in and after the disambiguating region. Second,
unlike the first pass data, context did not affect reading times.
The second pass reading time results are interesting because
they do not bear so much on the autonomy of syntactic processing
hypothesis that motivated the experiment as on the question of how
the parser reanalyzes misanalyzed material. The results do not bear
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directly on the autonomy hypothesis because, once the parser received
the string and computed the wrong syntactic analysis, it could have
proceeded to reanalyze the string in a few different ways. The
parser could go back to the very beginning of the sentence and
reanalyze from scratch. If the parser behaved in this way, then the
results would have shown no effect of regions. The regions variable
did have an effect, however, so it seems that the parser must do
reanalysis in a more efficient way. Rather than going back to the
very beginning, the parser concentrates its efforts on the portion of
the sentence that disambiguates the analysis.
This observation is comparable to the results found by Frazier
and Rayner (1982). They identified three hypotheses concerning
reanalysis procedures: (1) forward reanalysis, (2) backward
reanalysis, and (3) selective reanalysis. According to the forward
reanalysis hypothesis, the parser returns to the beginning of the
sentence and reprocesses the entire sentence. According to the
backward reanalysis hypothesis, the parser proceeds systematically
from right-to-left, at each point retracing its first analysis and
trying out alternatives. This hypothesis has been suggested within
the ATN (augmented transition network) framework (c.f. Kaplan,
1972). Finally, according to the selective reanalysis hypothesis, the
parser concentrates its efforts on the portion of the sentence that
caused the initial analysis to go wrong. The results of the Frazier
and Rayner study confirmed the predictions of the selective
realanysis hypothesis. Subjects made the most number of regressions
to the disambiguating region of the sentence than to any other
region, but they did not do so in the systematic, right-to-left
manner that would have suggested the parser was doing a backward
analysis. The second pass reading time data from the present
experiment provide further evidence that the parser directs its
efforts at the portion of the sentence that disambiguates the
analysis, as predicted by the selective reanalysis hypothesis.
This pattern of data is interesting for another somewhat
different reason. As discussed earlier, some researchers have
claimed that people do not compute a syntactic representation at all
during sentence processing except under unusual circumstances (e.g.,
Riesbeck & Schank, 1978; Clark & Clark, 1977; Van Dijk & Kintsch,
1983). The results of both experiments already described in this
study (and others) are clearly inconsistent with this claim. But
even more interestingly, the reanalysis data show that the sentence
comprehension mechanism is quite sensitive to the exact properties of
the phrase-marker it has constructed, since the parser directs its
efforts at the portion of the tree that distinguishes the minimal
attachment from the nonminimal attachment structure. Not only does
the parser compute a syntactic representation online as part of the
normal process of sentence understanding, it then uses that
representation in highly predictable ways to revise its analysis if
it is necessary to do so. Notice that the data could have turned out
differently if the parser were capable of using semantic or discourse
information for reanalysis. In the context condition, the previous
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sentence contains the discourse information that selects for a
nonminimal attachment analysis of the target sentence, and so the
subjects could have regressed to that sentence to review the
information. Instead, subjects not only stayed entirely within the
target sentence, they spent most of their time on the disambiguating
portion of the sentence. For the purposes of syntactic reanalysis,
the parser looks for syntactically rather than semantically
disambiguating information.
The analyses done separately for each sentence type demonstrated
that the results for the reduced relative and double argument
sentences are consistent with the results of the analyses done on the
sentences taken together. But as with the first pass reading time
data, the conjunction control sentences were not as well-behaved.
The effect of attachment and the effect of regions were significant
only on the subjects analysis, and the interaction between them was
not significant. Compared to the first pass data, the results for
the second pass reading times are much cleaner (as can be seen from
Figure 8), but still messier than one would like. What appears to be
happening is that the parser on its first pass through these
sentences can make very little sense of them, but on its later passes
begins to show the effects of minimal attachment vs. nonminimal
attachment structure. Again, one can conclude that the conjuncton
control form of disambiguation was not a good choice for this
experiment.
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Regressive eye movements are indicative of (among other things)
the parser's attempts to reanalyze a misanalyzed string. m this
experiment, subjects made more regressions with the nonminimal
attachment sentences than with the minimal attachment sentences, as
predicted by the garden path theory of sentence comprehension. The
effect of context and its interaction with attachment was not
significant, suggesting that the only variable affecting the
probability of a regression was the syntactic structure of the
sentence. m the case of questions, however, both attachment and
context affected the likelihood that subjects would answer the
question correctly, but the two variables did not interact with each
other. Subjects were more accurate when the sentence was minimal
attachment, and they were more accurate when the sentence appeared in
a biasing context. Comparing just the two nonminimal attachment
conditions, subjects were 73.4$ correct in the context condition and
66.4$ correct in the neutral condition. The question-answering data
argue that while subjects did not use context to constrain their
syntactic analysis of the target sentence, context was used
eventually. The target sentence was better understood when it
appeared in a biasing context than when it appeared in a neutral
context.
37
Self-paced BadlBB Time ys Eye Movement B.on,H
<r fr
The second experiment u3ed a more sensitive and detailed measure
of online processing during reading than the first experiment, namely
eye movement recording. What are the consequences of using a
different measure? Comparing the results of the two experiments, the
answer seems to depend on what aspect of processing one is most
interested in. If one is interested mainly in first pass reading or
initial syntactic processing, the phrase-by-phrase self-paced reading
time task is quite adequate. Compare Figure 1, giving mean reading
times for the active vs. reduced relative sentences in Experiment 1,
with Figure 3, giving mean reading times for the active vs. reduced
relative sentences in Experiment 2. The graphs are quite similar,
suggesting that the first experiment was well replicated by the
second. The similarity of the data also suggests that the self-paced
reading time task picked up the same effects as eye movement
recording. Stated differently, using eye movement recording did not
change the pattern of the data, although the measure is more
effective at detecting small differences in the data and is thus more
powerful. But it is important that eye movement recording revealed
nothing in the data to argue against the interpretation of the
results of the first experiment. In particular, there was some
concern about the segmenting of the target sentence in the first
experiment. It seemed possible that the segmentation could bias the
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subjects towards a minimal attchment reading of the sentence, thus
exaggerating the effects of minimal attachment. The results of the
second experiment argue that this concern is unwarranted. The same
results obtained even without any segmentation of the target
sentence. This similarity between the two tasks is fortunate, since
not everyone has an eyetracker, and so one would not want it to be
the only online measure of reading. (it is, however, the most
sensitive and powerful.)
If, on the other hand, one is interested in second pass reading
and syntactic reanalysis procedures, the self-paced reading time task
is obviously inadequate. Only first pass reading can be measured,
unless one were to allow subjects to press a button to bring back
parts of the text they had already read and then measure the time
they spent on those portions of text. Unfortunately, this sort of
task is different enough from normal reading to justify concern about
its ecological validity. Eye movement recording is far preferable to
such an unnatural task. It was possible in this second experiment to
determine the exact pattern of eye movements and the length of
fixation durations and thus to get a detailed picture of subjects'
reanalysis of the target sentences. The results of the analysis of
the second pass reading time data begin to address the important and
difficult question of how people reanalyze sentences. Further
research focusing in on the reanalysis question and using eye
movement recording could be quite fruitful.
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Reduced Relative Sfci
Ambiguities
Another reason for conducting the second experiment was the
possibility that the reduced relative sentences in the first
experiment were difficult to process for reasons other than the
minimal attachment principle. The sentence lfce h2£Ji& rased j&S
bam £eii is often used as an example of a sentence that is
grammatically licensed but unparseable. The results of the second
experiment argue against this view. Reduced relatives are harder to
understand than prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities, but the
difficulty is one of degree. Both structures garden path the parser
and require analysis, but the former structure gives the parser extra
trouble because it defies attempts at reanalysis. The reason for
this reanalysis difficulty, as argued by Frazier and Rayner (1982),
is that the parser directs its efforts at the word fell rather than
the reduced relative clause. The parser focuses on fell because it
has a complete main clause analysis of the relative clause but has
nowhere to attach the verb f_ell. What the parser must do to
reanalyze the sentence successfully is to restructure the string The
horse raced past the barn into a relative clause. The important
point, however, is that prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities
as well as the reduced relative structure garden path the parser.
Consequently, we can say that the minimal attachment principle makes
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the right predictions about the kinds of sentences that should cause
the parser difficulty.
The fact that both types of sentences garden path the parser
runs counter to the predictions of the model proposed by Carroll
(1981). Carroll claimed that there is a principled difference
between the two sentence types. He attributes the difficulty of the
reduced relatives to clausal segmentation processing, which he claims
is cognitively impenetrable. The effects of prepositional phrase
attachment ambiguities he attributes to surface structure parsing,
which is cognitive penetrable. This model thus predicts that context
would not eliminate the complexity of the reduced relatives, but
would eliminate the difficulty of the prepositional phrase
sentences. This prediction was not supported by the results of this
experiment. Therefore, Carroll's model does not characterize
correctly the principles on which the parser operates.
In summary, the second experiment successfully replicates and
extends the finding of the first experiment to a more sensitive
measure and a more subtle target sentence. In addition, it provides
interesting data on the question of how reanalysis procedures are
carried out, supporting the selective reanalysis hypothesis proposed
by Frazier and Rayner (1982). The experiment thus offers strong
support for Frazier' s (1978) minimal attachment principle. The
minimal attachment strategy is not an unusual strategy adopted by
subjects in single-sentence experiments, but a principle which
operates across a wide variety of situations.
CHAPTER IV
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The two experiments described in this thesis provide clear
support for the existence of the minimal attachment principle. m
both experiments, subjects were garden pathed by nonminimal
attachment sentences even when the sentences appeared in highly
constraining contexts. Context was used eventually to come up with
the right reading of the sentence, as the question-answering data
suggest. However, the parser did not use nonsyntactic information to
guide its initial syntactic structuring of the sentences. The second
experiment demonstrated that these results hold for subtle garden
paths such as prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities and with a
very sensitive online measure of processing, eye movement recording.
Analysis of the regressive eye movement and second pass reading time
data from the second experiment provided some information about how
the parser reanalyzes misanalyzed material. The parser directs its
efforts right at the disambiguating region of the sentence rather
than going to the very beginning of the sentence or to the previous
sentence, which contained the semantically disambiguating
information. The parser thus appears to use syntactic information to
reanalyze the sentence, and the parser appears to "know" where the
potentially most useful syntactic information will be (although this
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statement may not be true for reduced relatives; see Frazier &
Rayner, 1982). The parser does not start the entire process of
analysis over again, nor does it review the semantic information
available in the previous sentence that might help it discover the
correct analysis. instead, the parser uses the best syntactic
information it has available to do its reanalysis of the sentence.
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of context in
parsing syntactically ambiguous sentences, and this topic was divided
into two questions: (1) Are syntactic analyses proposed serially, are
all possible analyses proposed in parallel, or does the parser wait
for clearly disambiguating information before making a decision? (2)
Can nonsyntactic information be used by the parser to compute the
most plausible reading of a sentence? The results of this research
provide convincing evidence that the parser computes only one
analysis, the first analysis available (minimal attachment), and that
it does so whether or not the information contained in the discourse
in which the sentence is embedded selects strongly for a nonminimal
attachment analysis. If the parser computed all possible analyses,
no effects of garden paths should have been observed. The parser
would have had available both the minimal attachment and nonminimal
attachment analyses, and, given an appropriate context—which,
according to the Crain and Steedman (1984) model would include both
the neutral and biased contexts used in these experiments—it would
simply select the appropriate one. If the parser waited for
disambiguating information, no effects of garden paths would have
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been observed either, because the parser would not have an initial
analysis from which to recover. But if the parser has the properties
characterized by the minimal attachment principle, the pattern of
data observed in these experiments would be expected. Therefore, it
is possible to rule out the parallel and delay models in favor of a
serial parser which abides by the minimal attachment principle.
It is clear as well that nonsyntactic information is not used by
the parser to affect its initial analysis of an ambiguous string.
Rayner, Carlson, and Frazier (1983) had already shown that
within-sentence plausibility constraints do not eliminate the minimal
attachment effect. Nevertheless, one could still argue that
within-sentence constraints are not nearly as powerful as contextual
constraints. Contextual constraints can operate by fulfilling the
presuppositions of syntactically complex sentences, and the
constraining information is available to the parser before it begins
its syntactic analysis. Therefore, contextual information would be
highly useful to a parser that could use nonsyntactic information to
guide its syntactic analysis. But the parser does not use
nonsyntactic information, since subjects were garden pathed by
nonminimal attachment structures in highly biasing contexts. In
addition, these experiments suggest that even for the purposes of
syntactically-signalled reanalysis, the parser is insensitive to
nonsyntactic information. The parser is cognitively impenetrable
with respect to higher-level nonsyntactic information sources.
The results of these experiments are important because they not
9^
only demonstrate that the minimal attachment principle holds when
contextually constraining information is available, they also
demonstrate that the principle holds in more "natural- language
setting such as coherent discourse. Proponents of interactive views
of language processing charge that studies of sentences presented in
isolation are not representative of what goes on during normal
language processing (c.f., Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). According to
this view, all but discourse-initial sentences appear in some
discourse context, and the context is crucial for understanding the
sentence. In particular, syntactically complex constructions occur
in fairly constrained contexts that satisfy the presuppositions of
the constructions; if they do not occur in such contexts, normal
language strategies cannot operate and people resort instead to
atypical strategies. The finding from this study that the minimal
attachment strategy operates even in coherent discourse challenges
this common view. Providing a discourse context did not cause the
minimal attachment strategy to be overridden. Discourse context was
used only to help readers arrive at the correct reading of the
nonminimal attachment sentences. Thus strategies proposed on the
basis of experiments using single sentences as stimuli are not
artifactual but appear to operate in coherent discourse. Although
people almost always eventually compute the most plausible and
discourse-appropriate reading of a sentence, there are many
intermediate steps in this computation, and these steps are a
critical part of the process of arriving at the best interpretation
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of a sentence. One cannot go from the observation that people use
discourse in the course of language understanding to the claim that
information sources interact and communicate in an unconstrained
fashion, and that therefore single-sentence experiments tell us
little about language processing.
As already stated, the factor responsible for the initial
syntactic analysis data is the minimal attachment principle. But how
can we account for the reanalysis data? How does the parser go about
reanalyzing a misanalyzed string? Some possible answers to these
questions are suggested by these studies, but the arguments I am
about to present are somewhat speculative. Note first of all that
this study used target sentences that were syntactic jy
disambiguated. The sentences were not of a form such as John saw the
spy Hith Jfcfee £gd hair, which is syntactically fully ambiguous but
pragmatically biased towards the nonminimal attachment reading, it
is clear that people eventually compute the nonminimal attachment
reading of this sentence (Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983), but how
this is done given that the parser does not receive a syntactic error
signal is a complex and difficult question. Frazier has proposed the
existence of a thematic processor which examines alternative thematic
structures listed for the head of a phrase and selects the one that
Is most plausible. This processor operates on the developing
representation computed by the syntactic processor, but the two
information sources are integrated quickly. This processor
presumably operates in all language processing situations, so it is
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plausible that it was operating while subjects were reading the
sentences in these experiments. But because of the predominant role
Played the syntactic disambiguation, the operation of this processor
is harder to detect.
Keeping in mind that a thematic processor may exist and could be
useful for reanalysis, I will argue for a fairly simple syntactic
mechanism to account for the reanalysis findings of these
experiments. The mechanism can be simple and syntactic in character
because, for all the sentences in this experiment, a syntactic error
signal triggered the reanalysis. The arguments I am about to make,
then, may be limited to the reanalysis procedures carried out in
these experiments and may not be true of reanalysis in general.
Given that syntactic ambiguities and syntactic and nonsyntactic
disambiguation can take many different forms, reanalysis procedures
may vary depending on the nature of the error from which the parser
must recover. What must be explained in this experiment is how the
parser is able to compute the nonminimal attachment reading on
reanalyis, rather than following its minimal attachment preference
over and over again. What triggers the computation of a nonminimal
attachment structure given that it is more complex and consequently
not the preferred analysis?
It is possible that once the parser receives a syntactic error
signal, it is primed for some short period of time to compute the
less-preferred analysis. In the present experiments, once the parser
gets an error message, its strategy is simply to try out any
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alternative analysis and not to go with the analysis that got it into
trouble. When the parser processes hoj^e raced p^st t*e barn
lall or Sjyn leaded tUfi boxes on thj,^ onto the van, it gets an
error signal in the disambiguating region and consequently reanalyzes
the sentence using the only other legitimate analysis it has
available.
Can a simple mechanism such as this, which essentially comes
down to "Try something else," account for all the results of the
experiments? Specifically, can this mechanism account for the role
of context in reanalysis? I will claim that it can, because the role
played by context in this study was minor. Recall that the only
effect of context on reading times in the second experiment was that
subjects were slower to read the target sentences in a biasing
context than in a neutral context. Although this effect is not easy
to explain, it doesn't seem to have anything to do with the syntactic
complexity of the sentence, since the effect obtained regardless of
attachment. Notice too that the effect of context did not vary by
regions; subjects took longer to read the target sentences right from
the beginning of the sentence. Therefore, the longer reading times
most likely reflect the work subjects were engaged in as they tried
to integrate conceptually the target sentence with the biasing
context.
Second, recall the results of the first experiment, in which
subjects appeared to take a long time to read the critical region and
the one following it for sentences in context, but for sentences in a
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neutral context, the longer reading times did not show up until the
region following the critical one. This result suggested that
context allowed subjects to begin reanalysis of the target sentence
one region earlier, and thus invited the conclusion that the effect
of context was to facilitate reanalysis. This effect was never
particularly robust, but a definite trend in this direction could be
detected.
Since the phrase-by-phrase reading time task is somewhat crude
and not sensitive to the effects of reanalysis, it is important to
consider the results for the same sentence type-the reduced
relatives—from the second experiment. Focusing on the active vs.
reduced relative sentences only, consider Table 8 again, which gives
first pass reading times. The effect found in the first experiment
is absent; if anything, there is a slight tendency towards the
opposite effect, i.e. that in context subjects spend less time in
the disambiguating region than they do in the neutral context. For
second pass reading time, however, the effect from the first
experiment seems to appear. Subjects took longer to read the
disambiguating region in the biasing context condition than in the
neutral context condition. One might be tempted to say that, in
context, the parser is better at directing its efforts to the
disambiguating region of the sentence during reanalysis. But the
differences in reading times did not come close to producing a
significant interaction, so the numbers should not be taken too
seriously. The trend is extremely small, and as it appears only in
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the total reading time data, it might not have anything to do with
syntactic processing at all if, for instance, subjects are just
rereading the disambiguating word to make sure it is actually what
they think they saw.
Further, even assuming that the result from the first experiment
reflects some aspect of syntactic processing, it is necessary to draw
a distinction between early triggering of reanalysis procedures by
context and facilitation of reanalysis procedures. The latter can be
taken to imply that context can actually affect the operation of the
syntactic processor by speeding up reanalysis or by proposing an
alternative analysis. This view permits a significant amount of
interaction between the syntactic processor and the processor that
contains discourse information. The former possibility is less
interactive. The claim is that context can cause reanalysis
procedures to be initiated sooner than they would be initiated in a
neutral context, but once the procedures are initiated, context has
nothing to contribute. Of these two possibilities, the less
interactive one is more consistent with the facilitation effect
detectable in the first experiment.
The argument concerning the predominant role of syntactic
information in reanalysis receives support from another aspect of the
reanalysis data. Subjects did not make regressive eye movements from
the target sentence to the previous sentence; instead, regressions
were confined to the target sentence. If the parser could somehow
use context to aid in its reanalysis, regressions might have been
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found to the previous sentence, since the previous sentence contained
the semantical^ disambiguating information. The fact that the
parser did not regress to that sentence suggests that the information
contained in it is not information the parser can use. This argument
is not airtight, because a parser that could use contextual
information for reanalysis would not necessarily have to review the
contextual information in order to use it. The parser may rely on a
discourse representation of the context. Furthermore, regressions
from a sentence to a previous sentence are not common in most reading
situations, possibly because distance increases the difficulty of
programming a saccade accurately. Nevertheless, the above argument
is at least consistent with the notion that context was not used by
the parser for reanalysis in these experiments.
The only robust effect of context in these two experiments was
that subjects were more accurate on question-answering in the biased
than neutral context conditions. However, this finding does not
require an explanation based on semantic guidance of syntactic
processing. By the time the subjects answer the question, the entire
passage has been read and cleared from the screen. It is plausible,
then, that the syntactic representation of the target sentence has
decayed by this point, so it is not available to the subject for
examination in order to answer the question. Instead, the subject
uses more abstract information contained in his textbase or mental
model of the story. The important point here is that, by the time
the subjects answers the question, he has had time to integrate the
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target sentence with the rest or bourse and to sort out the
relations among the propositions and/or entities contained in the
discourse. These integration processes would aid the subject in
answering the question about the target sentence. Furthers, the
biased contexts are richer in information and less ambiguous than the
neutral contexts. In the biased context, the subject has more
information to use to construct a representation of the discourse,
information that will assist him in answering the question.
Admittedly, a mechanism to account for the phenomenon of
reanalysis as simple and syntactically based as this one has trouble
accounting for the reanalysis of sentences such as (24)
24. John saw the girl with the red hair.
To account for the reanalysis of these sentences, Rayner, Carlson,
and Frazier (1983) proposed a thematic processor. For the sake of
generality, it would be preferable to give the thematic processor
some role in explaining the reanalysis data from the present
experiments than to claim that it has no role, given that the
thematic processor is particularly suited to the task of reanalysis.
But as the thematic processor is currently described, it is not clear
what its role would be. The thematic processor examines alternative
thematic structures given for the head of a phrase and selects the
most plausible. For sentences such as (24), the relevant phrase is
the verb phrase, and the thematic processor examines the alternative
structures listed for the verb see. This procedure will work well
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because different verba have dlfferent
associated with the.. But for the reduced relative sentences used in
the present study, the reievant phrase la the ncun phrase. It seems
likely that the thematic processor ™mncould examine alternative
structures for the noun phrase (e.g., noun
, determlner.noun>
deten.i»er-noun-complement, etc.) and select the most plausible.
But unlike verba, different nouns do not distinctly select for
particular complements. The only generalization that I can see is
that noun phrases prefer to be simple rather than complex, but this
holds regardless of the exact lexical item that is the head noun.
Therefore, it is not obvious how the thematic processor could propose
an alternative analysis to the syntactic processor based on
information concerning the preferred internal structure of noun
phrases.
In summary, the results of the experiments described in this
study are consistent with the notion that the syntactic processor
does not use anything but syntactic information, whether its task is
initial analysis of the linguistic input or reanalysis. Potentially
useful contextual information is ignored by the parser. This is not
to say that no other language subsystem, such as a system
representing discourse information, uses contextual information.
Some component of the language processor must use this information
since people eventually come up with the most plausible reading of a
sentence. Furthermore, the question-answering data from the present
experiments clearly demonstrate that context is used to help
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integrate the sentences in the passages. But this inflation is not
used by the processor that assigns a structural representation to a
sentence. The parser carries out its task without concerning itself
with higher-level information sources. The results thus argue that
the language processor is structured into at least a syntactic
processor and a discourse processor, the latter most likely being a
cluster of processors as well.
piscQver-fnr structure w
1 thin th* fmnfmagp Prw,fssor
The challenge to researchers doing psychollnguistics has been to
explain how a listener or reader can take the physical linguistic
stimuli and compute a representation of what the speaker or writer
intended to communicate. To cope with this challenge, the past ten
or fifteen years has seen a significant trend towards proposing
models of language processing that give little or no role to
information sources such as syntactic information, but instead rely
on vaguely specified semantic, discourse, and pragmatic strategies
(e.g., Bransford & Franks, 1972; Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). These
strategies are claimed to be overwhelmingly important to the language
comprehension process, and, consequently, little research is done
within this framework on questions designed to get at the structure
of the language processing system. The result of this research
program, not surprisingly, is a large amount of evidence widely taken
to provide support for a highly interactive, unconstrained system.
10k
But as Forster ( 1979) and Fra2ier> cllfton| and ^ ^
Pointed out, one is m0re likely to uncover structure if one assu.es
its existence and tests the predictions that follow fro. this
assumption. Within a research framework that assumes a great deal of
structure in the language processing system, specific and sometimes
surprising hypotheses about the process of language understanding and
complex methodologies to test those hypotheses suggest themselves.
To be a little more concrete, consider a study by Frazier,
Clifton, and Randall (1 98 3 ), which addressed the issue of how missing
elements in a sentence or "gaps* are associated with their lexical
fillers. in this study, Frazier et. al claim to have uncovered
structure within the syntactic processor. Their evidence indicates
that the processor that has the task of assigning fillers to gaps
operates somewhat independently of potentially helpful information
about the control properties of verbs, information which is thus
possibly contained in some other processor. If this claim can be
sustained, it provides a remarkable example of the kinds of facts
that can be uncovered by postulating that the sentence comprehension
mechanism is structured and then pursuing that proposal. It is
certainly unlikely that one would discover this kind of organization
within the syntactic processor without at least assuming that such a
processor exists and that it plays a fundamental role in sentence
comprehension.
The kinds of methodologies that researchers working within this
framework have developed address this issue as well. Prior to this
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very recent surge of interest in structural questions, researchers
assuming a very semantical^ and practically driven system relied
almost entirely on end of sentence comprehension measures
question-answering tasks, and cued and free recall. Although
measures such as these can be useful for answering some kinds of
time-locked processes that could be occurring during comprehension,
processes that are absolutely necessary at the earliest stages of
comprehension but whose output can be discarded once a meaning
representation is created. m contrast to these methodologies are
the
-online" measures developed by investigators of language
structure. These measures are designed to be sensitive enough to
detect the effects of very fast and automatic processes by in some
way tapping into those processes as they occur. Examples of such
measures include eye movement recording, rapid segment-by- segment
reading and rapid serial visual presentation, and the use of
secondary load tasks such as phoneme-monitoring or lexical decision
during sentence comprehension. No task is without its problems, but
they have the virtues of being sensitive to rapid processing and of
not allowing the subject to engage in problem-solving activities
before responding.
In short, discovering structure within the language processor is
not an easy task. It requires that researchers propose sophisticated
hypotheses and models and use complex methodologies to test them.
The task is definitely not made easier by assuming that the system is
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unstructured. This viev 00ntrast ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
and Kintsch (1983), who argue that the best way to discover how the
language processing system works is to think of it as completely
flexible and interactive, and then try to place constraints on the
interactions. If the above line of argument is correct, this
strategy will not be successful in discovering the organization of
the system. It is preferable to assume the most specific models and
adopt more flexible ones if the facts about language processing force
us to do so.
The Modularity of the ggatagfclfi Beaggfiaac
Throughout this discussion, I have been using terms such as
"structured", and "autonomous", to describe the language processing
system and the relationships among its components. While these sorts
of terms are certainly useful, there may be a more precise way of
characterizing the nature of the system, namely in terms of the
existence of "modules", as argued by Fodor (1982). A module is a
special-purpose information processing structure which works on
information and then sends it to some higher-level processor. The
most important characteristics of a module include the following: (1)
Its operation is mandatory. Fodor points out that while many of the
computations performed by modules require quite elaborate processing,
we have no choice but to carry them out given the appropriate
stimulation. (2) The central processor (e.g., the problem-solving
10?
system) has limited access to the representations they compute. This
characteristic accounts for the fact that people tend not to retain
information about the syntactic structure of a sentence for very
long. ( 3 ) Its operation is fast, which is fortunate given that it is
mandatory. W Possibly the most important characteristic of a
module is that it is informational^ encapsulated, meaning that the
module can only understand information stated in its own
representational vocabulary, and it is thus insensitive to
information stated in another vocabulary, SUch as the
representational system used by the central processor.
This last characteristic has some interesting implications, if
the system is informationally encapsulated, then some information
will not be accessed and therefore not used to perform a particular
computation. The result, then, is a "stupid" but efficient
processor. Fodor argues that this characteristic is helpful to
humans for another related reason. Even supposing that access of
long-term memory is rapid, so that it would not take much time to
retrieve a great deal of information that could potentially bear on a
computational hypothesis, one would still have to decide for every
item retrieved to what extent it confirmed the hypothesis. The
consequence of this is that, "Given enough context, practically
everything I know can be construed as related...; and I da noi. w.ant
£0. have io. consider everything I know " (p. 71). That is, one does
not want to have to consider everything one knows just to decide on,
say, the syntactic representation of a sentence. A system that
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operated in this way would be terribly inefficient. It seems much
-ore rational to organize the system such that mandatory computations
on stimuli can be performed quickly and automatically, and then
revised if necessary.
The results of the experiments described in this thesis provide
strong support for the notion that the syntactic processor is a
module. The experiments demonstrate that the parser is
informationally encapsulated. It uses only a syntactic vocabulary
(e.g., phrase structure rules, subcategorization information) to
compute a syntactic representation of a sentence, and it does so
regardless of discourse information suggesting that a different
analysis of the sentence may turn out to be correct. Furthermore,
even for the purposes of reanalysis, the parser does not use
nonsyntactic information; instead, it computes its other
less-preferred structure.
What is efficient about a system organized such that it is
insensitive to potentially useful information, information that could
prevent it from making mistakes? The answer seems to me to be that,
although a discourse or situational context may be highly suggestive
of a complex syntactic structure such as the reduced relative
structure, it would almost never be anomalous to use the simple
active structure instead. For example, looking at the nonminimal
attachment context—nonminimal attachment sentence passage presented
in Table 1, notice that, if the target sentence had been minimal
attachment, the result would not have been an incoherent discourse.
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A sentence such as Xhe horse wu i« fft« . ki
-
*SES£ las in for a bi£ suxpxise. in the passage
would have fit in quite well, it is extremely hard to predict what
sort of a syntactic structure a person will use given a certain
context.
t
The passage could have continued in any number of ways
(e.g., SSiii toed liorsej,, assent sjiddgnly. feii oil the h^rse,
etc.), and there is little to be gained from trying to predict the
sentence since it will come up shortly anyway.
Stated differently, our ability to predict the syntactic
structure of a sentence is not particularly good, and the effort it
would take to try to make this prediction is not worthwhile given the
low chance of success. The parser is thus designed to compute the
simplest structure and to put out the least amount of effort it can.
This computation is done automatically rather than being based on the
consideration of a wide variety of information; we do not have to
consider everything we know in order to decide on the right structure
for a sentence. If the parser receives a syntactic error signal, or
if the thematic processor suggests a more plausible analysis, then
the parser does the extra work of computing a more complex analysis.
A module is prepared to accept the consequences of making occasional
errors in exchange for speed and efficiency. Given that we must
compute a syntactic representation of a sentence in order to
understand it, it seems to be most efficient to informationally
encapsulate the syntactic processor.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental Passages used in Experiment 1
1=NMA-NMA
;
2=MA-MA
; 3=Neutral-NMA
; 4=Neutral-MA
Passage 1
th^ dX tMTnhg f°r Dr ' McViCar Was that ^th of them believedhey be fine. e man expected to die would not give up easilyThe doctor knew he'd have a hard time acoeptT^ttela^s™
2. ' Dr. McVioar worked at a local hospital. He had just learned a
new
S
it
8t« P~
cedu« t0 save heart patients, but because it was so, was quite risky. He had just tried the technique on one of
tlL
P
l
ntS
'
Ut unfortunately, the man was not going to pullthrough The doctor was talking to him about how he felt, and foundthat the patient didn't seem to be taking the bad news very wellIhe man expected to die but would not give up. easily. He blamed thedoctor for not having performed the operation well enough.
3. Dr. McVicar worked at a local hospital. He had just learned a
new surgical procedure to save heart patients, but because it was so
new, it was quite risky. He had tried the procedure on a few
patients, and all but one were expected to pull through. Dr. McVicar
decided to talk to that patient and see how he was doing. The man
expected to die would not give up. easily. He believed that if he put
up enough of a fight, he might survive.
4. Dr. McVicar worked at a local hospital. He had just learned a
new surgical procedure to save heart patients, but because it was so
new, it was quite risky. He had tried the procedure on a few
patients, and all but one were expected to pull through. Dr. McVicar
decided to talk to that patient and see how he was doing. The man
expected to die but would not give up. easily. He believed that if he
put up enough of a fight, he might survive.
Passage 2
1. John worked as a reporter for a big city newspaper. He sensed
that a major story was brewing over the city hall scandal, and he
obtained some evidence that he believed pretty much established the
mayor's guilt. He went to his editors with a tape and some photos
because he needed their approval before he could go ahead with the
story. He ran a tape for one of his editors, and he showed some
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that' aCjoTXy\LTrTter ^ 3 518 °"y He sensed
obtained IL evideno. that *?* 01 ty hal1 30andal - and
mayor's guilt He went fn h },\
pretty muoh established the
beoause he £eded a^Vttre "he" Juld', 7" Ph° tOSstory. He lava a t-=r,= >. l, B ooul S° ahead with the
The editor Slyed the Joa * - ^ t<>ld ^ * USten t0 iU
he-urieT-Jo^? bf^oa^ouf^ *^ « J & But
and wouid oertainiy^rrto
1
^ £^1? tinted
3. John worked as a reporter for a big city newspaper. He sensed
because S iJf ^ f t0 hiS editors with a taPe and some photosD he needed their approval before he could so ahead with
ilS oS^SSfJ outt a for one of his *^or
g
: *TLT2.*
was a bi/ nn.
7
n . I ' ^ P^Yed- *aEfi agreed the story,g o e^ But he urged John to be cautious, beta^sT Ihe" ml^or
pMnUdThT^torr
W°Uld
* ™
4 John worked as a reporter for a big city newspaper. He sensedthat a major story was brewing over the city hall scandal, and heobtained some evidence that he believed pretty much established the
mayor's guilt. He went to his editors with a tape and some photosbecause he needed their approval before he could go ahead with the
story. He brought out a tape for one of his editors and told him tolisten carefully to it. The editor played the tape and agreed the
story. Ms a bi£ one, But he urged John to be cautious, because the
mayor was a powerful man and would certainly try to sue the paper if
they printed the story.
Passage 3
1. A local adult education school was offering cooking classes at
the beginner's level. As they expected, most of the students in the
course were men who lived alone and couldn't afford to eat out every
day anymore. The teacher was a bit curious about one of the men
because he knew he'd already learned the material in another cooking
class. He decided to explain a brand new gravy-making method to this
more knowledgable student, and to explain the standard method to
someone more naive. The man taught the new method thought that the
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n» h
A
•
l0C
^
3dUlt education sch°°l was offering cooking classes at
himself He deci^h^^s 5^51*J?U^rifSt MB taught the new method but thought that the„ M hodM£ht be superior, But the new method t^d"Tut~~Eote Tb£success— the gravy had no lumps! S
fJ'v/-
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^
a
?
Ult education sch0°l was offering cooking classes atthe beginner's level. As they expected, most of the students in thecourse were men who lived alone and couldn't afford to eat out everyday anymore The teacher of the class had just read about a newtechnique for making gravy, but he'd never actually tried it
^
6lf
*
He decided t0 run a simple experiment: he planned toexplain the new method to just one more experienced student, and letthe others learn the standard method of gravy-making. The man taughtthe new method thought that the standard method was superTo~r. Butthe new method turned out to be a big success- the gravy had nolumps
!
4. A local adult education school was offering cooking classes at
the beginner's level. As they expected, most of the students in the
course were men who lived alone and couldn't afford to eat out everyday anymore. The teacher of the class had just read about a new
technique for making gravy, but he'd never actually tried it
himself. He decided to run a simple experiment: he planned to
explain the new method to just one more experienced student, and let
the others learn the standard method of gravy-making. The man taught
the new method but thought that the standard method was superior.
But the new method turned out to be a bi£. iccess— the gravy had no
lumps
!
Passage H
1. Once upon a time, there lived three ugly old brother troll 3.
Each morning, one of them would go out into the kingdou &uC
whatever he could get his hands on. On this particular day, he knew
the king and his men would be out hunting dragons, and so the castle
would be left unguarded. The troll came home with a present for each
of his brothers. He took the fat, juicy princess to one of his
brothers, and a pot of gold to the other. The troll brought the
princess thought she looked good enough to eat. The princess
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screwed when she saw the pot boiling inside the troll's oave.
Each ^rone iT^TZ^ ^IT^i ^whatever he oould get his hands ™ n m.. e klnSdo™ and steal
the king and his Z wo»L be 0u? tamSJfdr Partioulal- •» knew
would be left unguarded. ?he troU seized TZ't of
3
° the ?astle
remembered that his brothers had asked "or the kiL-s fat
then
s:feT^Msrara?rag
fa? inEST : •
361Zed 3 POt °f SOld and then remembered the
^nnlJ V,
Princess
- infill brought
,
the Princess thought she
lfflfiiESd eno^h to eaL The princess scream^hTn thipot boiling inside the troll » a cave.
°nCe
,
UP°n 3 time
'
th6re Uved three old brother trolls.Each morning, one of them would go out into the kingdom and stealwhatever he could get his hands on. On this particular day thetroll knew the king and his men would be out hunting dragons and sothe castle would be left unguarded. He set out to get presents forhis brothers. The troll seized a pot of gold and then remembered thefat juicy princess. The troll brought the princess and thought shelooked good enough to eat^ The princess screamed when she saw the"pot boiling inside the troll's cave.
Passage 5
1. Sally's job was to prepare horses for racing competitions.
Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting thehorses that were strong and healthy so that her training regimen
would be most effective. Her qualification test involved taking the
horses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant would each take
a horse and ride it as hard as it would be ridden in a race. Sally
rode a mare through the field and by the farmer's old barn; her
assistant rode a stallion right to the boundary of the next farm.
The horse raced past the barn fell in a puddle. Right then and
there, Sally knew that horse did not have the right stuff.
2. Sally's job was to prepare horses for racing competitions.
Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting the
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horses to 1 neibV f« t6St inVOlved takin* the
throush the SelVTn^nU S^^ftS? a^Ven" £"£.boundary of the next farm „ *. Udrn » na then to thek™„ j I . Sally put one horse to the test Th*
drCEr w^-sr sets.horses that were strong and healthy so that her training regimen
"rses dowTtVa
ffeCti
h
V% *°* ^^^ation test involvedTaking" thehorse own to nearby farm. She and her assistant would each take
the fi
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hard as ifc would be ridd
- £ a^ race! thoughlds and by the old barn. If a horse seemed good, they'd letit run freely. The horse raced past the barn fell in a puddleRight then and there, Sally knew that horsed n^ThaVe the^rt^t
P,nh 9hf i J . Prepare h°rses for racinS competitions.Probably the most important aspect of her work was selecting thehorses that were strong and healthy so that her training regimen
would be most effective. Her qualification test involved taking thehorses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant would each take
a horse and ride it as hard as it would be ridden in a race, through
the fields and by the old barn. If a horse seemed good, they'd letit run freely. The horse raced £ast the barn and fell in a puddle.
Right then and there, Sally knew that horse did not have the right
stuff*
«
Passage 6
1. A local bar was packed one Friday night. A group of women were
sitting at a small table, just having a beer and enjoying each
other's company after a hard week at the office. Their conversation
was interrupted when a few men came over and asked whether the women
wanted any company. They said no, but the men sat down anyway. One
guy cornered two of the women. He simply ignored one of the women,
and with the other, he began a long and childish joke. The woman
told the ioke didn't think it was funny
.
She got up and went to the
bathroom. When she came back, to her relief, the men were gone.
2. A local bar was packed one Friday night. A group of women were
sitting at a small table, just having a beer and enjoying each
other's company after a hard week at the office. Their conversation
was interrupted when a few men came over and asked whether the women
wanted any company. They said no, but the men sat down anyway. They
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were so obnoxious, they gave one woman a slip of oaoer that h.Hjoke written on it, and they asked her to read it tT. ,!
eatmsftati
-r •»*
sit
3
tin/at
al
a
baLn S **** night - A gr0Up of women wereing at small table, just having a beer and enjoying eachother's company after a hard week at the office. Their conversationwas interrupted when a few men came over and asked whether the womenwanted any company. They said no, but the men sat down anyway Oneguy launched into a long and childish joke with a woman? whSanother guy was trying to get someone to read a xeroxed joke that hadbeen circulating around his office. The woman told the joke didn'tthink it was funny^ She got up and went to the bathroom. WheTshecame back, to her relief, the men were gone.
4 A local bar was packed one Friday night. A group of women were
sitting at a small table, just having a beer and enjoying each
other's company after a hard week at the office. Their conversation
was interrupted when a few men came over and asked whether the women
wanted any company. They said no, but the men sat down anyway. Oneguy launched into a long and childish joke with a woman, while
another guy was trying to get someone to read a xeroxed joke that had
been circulating around his office. Tfce_ woman told the joke but
didnlt think it w^s funny, She got up and went to the bathroom.
When she came back, to her relief, the men were gone.
Passage 7
1. The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike to protest
working conditions that had already caused a number of deaths. The
workers were represented by two different unions, and the two unions
agreed that striking was the best strategy to deal with the company.
However, one union went to all the local radio stations and broadcast
their complaints against the company. To try to divide the workers,
the company decided to take just this one union to court, claiming
that the union was broadcasting lies. They left the other union
alone. The. union sued for damages didn' t expect the settlement to. be
large, But they knew the company would win the case, because the
conservative court always sided with management.
2. The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike to protest
working conditions that had already caused a number of deaths. The
workers were represented by two different unions, and the two unions
agreed that striking was the best strategy to deal with the company.
One union had taken the extra step of taking the company to court
over the worker deaths. They argued that management was responsible
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3. The workers at an asbestos mine were on .frit. <•„ „ ..
working oonditions that had already caused a number of deaths" Theworkers were represented by two different union. T.A .
agreed that striking was the best strategy to dekl Wiethe l™ 10"3
witnhold that tactic. In anticipation, the company decided to
^o"
3"^6 Uni °n
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1^ 116 that the Strike -oosti"1
b° ar'; ^fev^ 7^ secernent t*SoZ^" J y i the lmP°rtant thing was to continue to fight fordecent working conditions. i
J.
The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike to protestworking conditions that had already caused a number of deaths Theworkers were represented by two different unions, and the two unionsagreed that striking was the best strategy to deal with the companyHowever one union took the extra step of taking the company to courtover the worker deaths, even though the other union preferred to
withhold that tactic. In anticipation, the company decided to
countersue the union, claiming that the strike was costing them afortune. The union sued for damages but didn't expect the settlement
to be large,
,
They felt the important thing was to continue to fightfor decent working conditions.
Passage 8
1. Everybody in the shoe repair business was having financial
troubles because of the recession. Some business students analyzed
the different companies' strengths and weaknesses for a class study,
and they found that all the companies were making a few serious but
common marketing mistakes. They sent no information out to half the
companies they analyzed, and they sent out their recommendations to
the others. Ihe companies mailed the information decided to
discontinue certain services immediately. Those same companies were
soon on their way to making money.
2. Everybody in the shoe repair business was having financial
troubles because of the recession. Some business students analyzed
the different companies' strengths and weaknesses for a class study,
and they found that all the companies were making a few serious but
common marketing mistakes. The students asked a few of the companies
for their annual financial statements so that they could figure out
what the companies were doing wrong. The companies mailed the
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in£2raati^ buj, decided to das^ntinue certain services immediately.
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3. Everybody in the shoe repair business was having financial
IZ m% ?USe °f the recession - Some business students analyzedthe different companies' strengths and weaknesses for a class studyand they found that all the companies were making a few serious but
common marketing mistakes. They sent out some recommendations to allthe companies, and they asked the companies to send them their annualfinancial statements. The companies mailed £he information decided
to discontinue certain services immediately. They knew that they
would have to streamline their operations in order to get back tobeing successful.
4. Everybody in the shoe repair business was having financial
troubles because of the recession. Some business students analyzed
the different companies' strengths and weaknesses for a class study,
and they found that all the companies were making a few serious but
common marketing mistakes. They sent out some recommendations to all
the companies, and they asked the companies to send them their annual
financial statements. TJie companies mailed the information but
decided to discontinue certain services immediately. They knew that
they would have to streamline their operations in order to get back
to being successful.
Passage 9
1. A used car dealership in Boston was notorious for selling lemons
to unsuspecting young buyers. A salesman who worked for the
dealership was especially curious about a Vega they'd had around for
over a year. That very day, he managed to get rid of two old cars.
He got one man to buy a Citation, and the other one he got to buy the
Vega. The man sold the Vega knew he wasn' t getting a very good
deal. But he couldn't afford anything else, so he didn't complain.
2. A used car dealership in Boston was notorious for selling lemons
to unsuspecting young buyers. One of the salespeople was trying to
get the salesman of the month award, so his goal was to sell lots of
cars for as much money as possible. He was especially anxious to get
rid of a Vega they'd had around for over a year. He got his chance
the other day when a young man came in the showroom. The man sold
the Vega but knew he wasn' t getting a very good deal. But his main
concern was to get rid of this car they'd had hanging around for so
long.
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4. A used car dealership in Boston was notorious for selling lemonsto unsuspecting young buyers. A couple of the salesmen were standJnS
deaT wUh
mOr
0ne
ng
'
sa
St°rieS^ ^ «»^» X 'aeait it . O lesman was especially interest-Pri in , ^happen to the Vega that had been on the sho„room for over a year tthat moment, three young aen walked in and they each bought a carOne poor guy purchased the Vega, and the others got ears that werealmost as bad. Xhe man sold the y^ga £u£ kngw he
zeri goad deal. The next day, the Veg^custo^catfed thfdealership and demanded a refund.
Passage 10
1. The Stevensons were having a party and everybody who was anybody
was there. One of the maids was passing out delicacies and
champagne, and she walked over to two guests near the pool. The maid
recognized one woman as a friend of the family, but she had never
seen the other woman before. She gave caviar to the woman and handed
some champagne to her friend. The woman served the caviar almostfell into the qooI^ She wasn't used to having to walk around on such
a slippery floor.
2. The Stevensons were having a party, and everybody who was
anybody was there. One of the guests was helping out by passing out
delicacies and champagne to the others. She walked over to a group
of people standing near the pool. She passed out the different
things on her tray to the guests. The woman served the caviar and
then almost fell into the pool. She wasn't used to having to walk
around on such a slippery floor.
3. The Stevensons were having a party, and everybody who was
anybody was there. The guests were standing around eating delicacies
and drinking champagne. There were some people standing near the
pool. A guest passed out some caviar to a woman, and she gave
champagne to the men. The woman served the caviar almost fell into
the pool
.
She wasn't used to having to walk around on such a
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slippery floor.
4. The Stevensons were having a nanfv
anybody was there. The guests IIL \* J 7 '
d evervbody who was
and drinking champagne There werp
S ar0Und 6ating deli^cies
Pool. A gu'est PS 'J^^^^JT^^ T ^champagne to the men. The Hpman ^d he kviar 'and'^h ^leii into the sool^ She wasn^^ef^aviL^f^i ifS ^
a slippery floor.
nav ng to walk around on such
Passage 1
1
1
.
A bartender was close friends with a M,mi =
tney a Doth been told they had to s - • ™r- Q
? 1/ k y W8re ready t0 tr-y out their "illPower. A guy sitting
It
°Verheard and sald he ' d ^ «.«. He told the bartenderto bring one man a scotch, and the other one a bowl of peanuts. The
f^l'Sr^h— *** C££USSd- * drink It. He knew he'd regSfi ailing off the wagon.
2. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who worked
2 .50Cf A* ^6 factory» but he hadn 't seen them for a while becausethey'd both been told they had to stay off the booze. You canimagine how surprised he was to see the two men walk in. They saidthey felt they were ready to try out their willpower. One guy even
went so far as to tell the bartender to bring him a scotch. The man
ordered ^Tlnk but refused to drink it. He knew he'd regrlt
falling off the wagon.
3. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who worked
next door at the factory, but he hadn't seen them for a while because
they'd both been told they had to stay off the booze. You can
imagine how surprised he was to see the two men walk in. They said
they felt they were ready to try out their willpower. One guy even
went so far as to tell the bartender to bring his friend a drink.
The man ordered the drink refused to. drink it. He knew he'd regret
falling off the wagon.
4. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who worked
next door at the factory, but he hadn't seen them for a while because
they'd both been told they had to stay off the booze. You can
imagine how surprised he was to see the two men walk in. They said
they felt they were ready to try out their willpower. One guy even
went so far as to tell the bartender to bring his friend a drink.
The man ordered the drink but refused to drink it. He knew he'd
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regret falling off the wagon.
Passage 12
1 . The
were about to discuss the no^ of ft,- « ^
s< dusc as tney
walked into the store withTne of her friends ' 'T^™
revered that today was pay day, td t^^er^hadToTin
?hen
e0
sho d ^ "a ^ ^ «"^ ^
tt. ijtj th, ^l^dLSL °fTheearoXSr3 - Wo^ ofeToed^obrowse around for awhile before going home. aeciaea t
2. The owner and the manager of a women's clothing boutique wereVeHetKing t0 diSCU3S the Store ' s "nancial situation They
and
6CaUSe St°re WaS StarUnS t0 Sh0w a he^thy profit^
so they were considering expanding into cosmetics. Just thenthree potential customers wandered into the store. They browsedaround for awhile, and approached the sales counter. The managerjumped up quickly, because he saw that one of the women wanted to buy
a very expensive belt. The woman j)aid the money and left the storeimmediately, The other two customers browsed arounT~fo~ awhile"longer, but neither one made a purchase.
3. The owner and the manager of a women's clothing boutique werehaving a meeting to discuss the store's financial situation. They
were excited because the store was starting to show a healthy profit,
and so they were considering expanding into cosmetics. Just then,
some customers and two part-time salesclerks walked into the store.
The clerks had come in because it was pay day. The store suddenly
seemed very crowded, with people standing around the cash register
either wanting money or wanting to make a purchase. Ihe_ woman paid
the money left the store immediatelv. The others left pretty soon
afterward, so the owner and the manager resumed their meeting.
4. The owner and the manager of a women's clothing boutique were
having a meeting to discuss the store's financial situation. They
were excited because the store was starting to show a healthy profit,
and so they were considering expanding into cosmetics. Just then,
some customers and two part-time salesclerks walked into the store.
The clerks had come in because it was pay day. The store suddenly
seemed very crowded, with people standing around the cash register
either wanting money or wanting to make a purchase. The woman paid
the money and then left the store immediatelv. The others left
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pretty soon afterward, so the owner anri f hfl
meeting. d the manager resumed their
Passage 13
1. Paul worked in an unemployment office „oo u •
morning coffee and browsing through the paper when J * "S MS
sensational story about R<fnald Regan's 'ZZ w"™™twomen standing near the water fountain. Paul , knew n„I ,f ,1 V°
really enjoy the story because he loved hearing dirt Lit « W0UldPaul recited the story to him, but the other"4? S^Slboss's affl-. 7 6 SUy g0t called int0 thed oil ice. The man read the storv said -it- i.,Sf ^ LJ
2. Paul worked in an unemployment office. He was having hismorning coffee and browsing through the paper when he came across asensational story about Ronald Reagan's past. He walked over to agroup of his coworkers standing near the water fountain. He saidHey, do you guys want to hear something funny about Reagan?" They
said sure. The man read the storv and said it just confirmed his
suspicions, They all wondered whether Reagan's ex-wife would wideTv"publicize the incident.
3. Paul worked in an unemployment office. He was having his
morning coffee and browsing through the paper when he came across a
sensational story about Ronald Reagan's past. He walked over to agroup of his coworkers standing near the water fountain. He said,
"Hey, do you guys want to hear something funny about Reagan?" One of
them said sure, but the others said they had to get to work. The man
Head the story said it just confirmed his suspicions. They both
wondered whether Reagan's ex-wife would widely publicize the
incident.
4. Paul worked in an unemployment office. He was having his
morning coffee and browsing through the paper when he came across a
sensational story about Ronald Reagan's past. He walked over to a
group of his coworkers standing near the water fountain. He said,
"Hey, do you guys want to hear something funny about Reagan?" One of
them said sure, but the others said they had to get to work. The man
read the storv and said it just confirmed his suspicions. They both
wondered whether Reagan's ex-wife would widely publicize the
incident.
Passage 14
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to
uj„T°t£ tsu^" 0wfrethf Tv„ineg ?rf v™- headins
, _
illcJf u rnea on rie Int rstate to set snmpt-hincr f rt
and instead of getting back on, they tried a shortcut After" aboutan hour of driving, they had to admit they were tetany loft and sothey stopped at a small-town general store to get some help The manwho d been driving the car walked towards a couple of old-timers
HI rSl
0r
\
the
v/
r°nt StePS
'
He 3111116(1 at °»e of them, and he asked
for dfrrctioL oullt' J? ^ 00 t0 the The.*£ asled
fSst iS^M StT &, "P - to ^^M- This was not^eur time he'd had to help lost lost skiers.
u
Cfl0and. °f Skiers were drivinS through Vermont, heading backto Amherst. They turned off the Interstate to get something 2 eat
an hnuf ^ °^ they ^ a sLtcuT After abou^our of driving, they had to admit they were totally lost and sothey stopped at a small-town general store to get some help!
' The manwho d been driving the car brought along his knapsack. Then he
approached the owner of the store. The man asked for direction, and£ulied put a map. of New England, The owner told him how to get blck
on the Interstate, the man thanked him, and soon they were on their
way.
3. A carload of skiers were driving through Vermont, heading back
to Amherst. They turned off the Interstate to get something to eat
and instead of getting back on, they tried a shortcut. After about
an hour of driving, they had to admit they were totally lost, and so
they stopped at a small-town general store to get some help. The man
who'd been driving the car walked up to some old-timers sitting on
the front steps. He said that he and his friends were lost and they
wanted to find the Interstate. The man asked for directions pulled
put his map. of New England. After a bit of discussion, the driver
got everything straightened out. Soon they were on their way.
4. A carload of skiers were driving through Vermont, heading back
to Amherst. They turned off the Interstate to get something to eat,
and instead of getting back on, they tried a shortcut. After about
an hour of driving, they had to admit they were totally lost, and so
they stopped at a small- town general store to get some help. The man
who'd been driving the car walked up to some old-timers sitting on
the front steps. He said that he and his friends were lost and they
wanted to find the Interstate. The man asked for directions and
Pulled out his map, of New England. After a bit of discussion, the
driver got everything straightened out. Soon they were on their
way.
Passage 1
5
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1. The female managers ai- a ua~+r^A :
edgy with each other L L A insurance company were very
position, and everyone knew it 1?i h
C°mPetlns for the same executive
affirmative action prog™ The
S° ° * WOinan be °aUSe of the *w
afternoon through the office man
a"ement wo^ be made that
to get the promotion because she' 'needed 7™*?* SSpeCia11* anxious
secretary knew she'd he L - ne®de<1 tne extra money. The office
Finally, 'theTecrftlry arrived' wit^e d^ly^ thS <"W8 -
mes^ffP^ <3k^ „
*x cu itn cne aaiiy mail and some telephone
o:h
S
:r
a
To;an1%fared°rett
0
er
an
^T'?^ T^*' Md She handed ^
E2t very ucset L ^^^M the letter suddenly
^hi^ouf^x slip, mUtt6red 0bsc-^ies- the letleTwS
ed™
TM f6m!le manasers at a Hartford insurance company were vervgy with each other. They were all competing for the same execul^position and everyone knew it would go to a woman becaus^ of the newaffirmative action program. The announcement would be made thatafternoon through the office mail, so whenever the secretary who
?imHv
e
the'
Walk6d
^ eVery°ne 100k6d at ner expectantS°
passing it out ^ ^
daUy mail
«
and she "tartJd
tie letter *nrt\v, *T J° the SPeCial letter ' ^ delivered
h ^frT? ^^ Suddenly Sat very, upset. She realized that she'dbrought the wrong pile of mail with her.
3. The female managers at a Hartford insurance company were veryedgy with each other. They were all competing for the same executive
P°" tl0
?!
and every°ne knew it would go to a woman because of the newaffirmative action program. The announcement would be made that
afternoon through the office mail, so whenever the secretary whodelivered the mail walked by, everyone looked at her expectantly
Finally, the secretary arrived with the daily mail and a small pile
of telephone messages, and she began passing them out. The managers
looked at her anxiously. The woman delivered the letter suddenly got
veo. upset, She realized the letter was the wrong one.
4. The female managers at a Hartford insurance company were very
edgy with each other. They were all competing for the same executive
position, and everyone knew it would go to a woman because of the new
affirmative action program. The announcement would be made that
afternoon through the office mail, so whenever the secretary who
delivered the mail walked by, everyone looked at her expectantly.
Finally, the secretary arrived with the daily mail and a small pile
of telephone messages, and she began passing them out. The managers
looked at her anxiously. The woman delivered the letter and then
suddenly got very upset. She realized the letter was the wrong one.
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Passage 16
sPrVnjier;
pur :rz trt offlce ia
building. This was just the opportunity L T°y t0 PUt up the
had been waiting for- a multl ETi? * ^ 6 00nstruction firms
companies ptaced their bids b'ut onlv ? ^
Pr°Je0t
-
fl nunber
°f
what the o^pany in".find ^^eX^aTinVavVTcompany with the better reputation- th. nVL the
turned down, ^o^ SSS^il 'w^^SL for T« ^ ^ star^ It was theTTgg-erfnfle™^^
2. A computer company decided to open ud a rPPinn.i „ •
SS^" This S° theS; ^ t0 find 3 -PanT^tr'put^ur t£building was just the opportunity that the firm had beenwaiting for: a multi-million dollar project. They laid out the
£8y had. t0 d°' °f C°UrSe the ffi0st ^PoLnt one was toselect the construction company that would put up the building. Theychose the most reputable company in the area. The coinpany. a^ardelJ&g contract yd was anxious for the project to get started. it wasthe biggest thing they'd taken on in years.
3. A computer company decided to open up a regional office inSpringfield and so they had to find a company to put up thebuilding. This was just the opportunity that the firm had been
waiting for: a multi-million dollar project. They laid out thethings they had to do, and of course the most important one was to
select the construction company that would put up the building. They
wanted the most reputable company in the area. They had a few to
choose from, but they finally settled on one. The company awarded
the contract was anxious for the project to get started. It was the
biggest thing they'd taken on in years.
in4. A computer company decided to open up a regional office
Springfield and so they had to find a company to put up the
building. This was just the opportunity that the firm had been
waiting for: a multi-million dollar project. They laid out the
things they had to do, and of course the most important one was to
select the construction company that would put up the building. They
wanted the most reputable company in the area. They had a few to
choose from, but they finally settled on one. Ihe company awarded
the contract and was anxious for the project to get started. It was
the biggest thing they'd taken on in years.
APPENDIX B
Target Sentence Questions, Experiment 1
1. ^believed that the situation was terminal? (MA =Patient; NMAsDr.
2. Who played the tape? (MA=editor; NMA=John the reporter)
3
* 55m=s?udfnt)
the Standard meth°d miSht bS SUperior? ^^eacher;
Umj S°
U?t,,the princess look^ good? (MA=the troll who went out-NMA=the troll who stayed home) '
5
* m\lQl l in \ puddle? (MA = the running freely, the mare;NMA=the horse being ridden, the stallion)
6. Who told the joke? (MA=the woman; NMA=the man)
7. Who got sued for damages? (MA=the company; NMA=the union)
8. Who mailed out the information? (MA=the companies; NMA=the students)
9. Who didn't think the deal was very good? (MA=the seller; NMA=the
buyer)
10. Who served the caviar? (MA=the server; NMA=the guest)
11. Who ordered the drink? (MA=one of the two men; MMA=a man other than
the two men)
12. Who left the store immediately? (MA=the buyer; NMA=the clerk)
13. Who read the story at the fountain? (MA=a coworker; NMA=Paul)
14. Who pulled out the map? (MA=the skier; NMA=the old-timer)
15. Who got upset? (MA=the secretary; NMA=the manager)
16. Who was anxious for the project to get started? (MA=the computer
company; NMA=the construction company)
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APPENDIX C
Experimental Passages used in Experiment 2
1 =NMA-NMA
;
2=MA-MA; 3=Neutral-NMA
; 4=Neutral-MA
Passage 1
1. Katie had a habit of leaving her clothes lying around herbedroom. Yesterday her mother hit the roof because KatTe had an
dresser Her mother ordered her to get the dress off the floor
rZ tlt ? o'
Ka
,
tie
„
kne
K
W she meant business
' atH laid ttl 2^Ion he fl or onto the bed. Then Katie and her mother made JpT
hJn'nnf"y ^ / ^ °f ^ Cl°theS a™und herbedroom. Yesterday her mother hit the roof because Katie had anexpensive dress bunched up in a corner on the dresser. Her mother
said that even the floor would be better. Katie laid the dress on
the floor after her mother yelled at her. Then Katie and her mothe7
made up.
3. Katie had a habit of leaving her clothes lying around herbedroom. Yesterday her mother hit the roof because Katie almost
ruined an expensive dress. She wtzrzd Katie to put the dress
somewhere else. Katie knew she meant business. Katie laid the dress
on the floor onto the bed. Then Katie and her mother made up.
4. Katie had a habit of leaving her clothes lying around her
bedroom. Yesterday her mother hit the roof because Katie almost
ruined an expensive dress. She ordered Katie to put the dress
somewhere else. Katie knew she meant business. Katie laid the dress
fori the floor after her mother veiled at her. Then Katie and her
mother made up.
Passage 2
1. George and Martha were listening to music. George never put
things away after he finished with them, so there was a pile of
records on the carpet. He had left his favorite record on a shelf
and her favorite was under the couch. Martha asked George to play
her his favorite record. He said sure. George placed the record on
the shelf onto the turntable . Then Martha said she was tired.
2
.
George and Martha were listening to music. George never put
things away after he finished with them, so there was a pile of
1J0
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bookshelf vL empty. He said "Gooa^ ^ T 3 Shelf ° n his
tired.
beneq
^2 ii. Then Martha said she was
3. George and Martha were listening to music. George never nutthings away after he finished with them, so there was a pile of
;
0
3
n
oh
h
e
e
puT^- n° ^ °* ^ ^et\Tmo°rl
Marsha asked L hL * Shelf al °ng With hiS favorite one ' Then
shelf o L h ? KT th6r reC°rd * Geor*e P^ced the record on Ihento t e tyrnUble. Then Martha said she was tiredT^
4. George and Martha were listening to music. George never putthings away after he finished with them, so there was a pile ofrecords on the carpet. There was no room on the carpet for morerecords, so he put one on a shelf along with his favorite one. ThenMartha asked to hear another record. George placed the record on theshelf after they, listened to it. Then Martha said she wastSed.
Passage 3
1. Leslie worked at a store. Her boss asked her if she would
arrange some dresses on a display so that customers could see their
new line. Leslie had one dress sitting on a dress rack and another
one laid carefully across the floor. She had to choose one dress to
be in the arrangement. Leslie positioned £he dress on J&e rack onto
the display
. It looked nice.
2. Leslie worked at a store. Her boss asked her if she would
arrange some dresses on a display so that customers could see their
new line. Leslie had to decide whether to put one of their new
dresses on a rack or on a mannequin. She decided that the rack would
probably look better. Leslie positioned the dress on the rack after
shaking out the wrinkles . It looked nice.
3. Leslie worked at a store. Her boss asked her if she would
arrange some dresses on a display so that customers could see their
new line. Leslie had a couple of dresses out that she had to decide
how to arrange. An idea suddenly hit her. Leslie positioned the
dress on the rack onto the display . It looked nice.
4. Leslie worked at a store. Her boss asked her if she would
arrange some dresses on a display so that customers could see their
new line. Leslie had a couple of dresses out that she had to decide
how to arrange. An idea suddenly hit her. Leslie positioned the
dress on the rack after shaking out the wrinkles . It looked nice.
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Passage 4
1. Laura is very possessive about her great hi <? Hf«*» ^
he"r S U"le glrlS °»e °Ver - ^rfSd ne i'fdo" eh nd
foot of the h*
n0
f
m
1
a
i
1- Sifd 0ne in th* Pi* area. Shi grabbed he
oouid Lve it i f £
UUed
" tOWards the «lo»t. She bareiy
bed l„?o h \ ..WaS S° h6aVy - Sfcaggfij ih£ dfili behind the
otLfsflly*
°°ther 0ame in and toidTau?n*e
2. Laura is very possessive about her great big lifesize doll,
in'her
7
SZT a""' "V?* ^^ La"ra had one of her o
i Jf k
P
I
rea earlier
. » she decided to hide it. She kne« itwould be safe if the little girls couldn't see it. Laura djLSddoil behind th£ bed before oiosins th£ door. Then heT^tSet^
and told Laura she was being silly.
the
came in
3. Laura is very possessive about her great big lifesize dolls.One day some little girls came over. She had left her big dolls
where she'd been playing, but she knew she'd better put them
someplace safe. Laura dragged the doll behind the bed into the
closet. Then her mother came in and told Laura she was being~silly7~
4. Laura is very possessive about her great big lifesize dolls.
One day some little girls came over. She had left her big dolls
where she'd been playing, but she knew she'd better put them
someplace safe. Laura dragged the doll behind the bed before closing
the door. Then her mother came in and told Laura she was being
silly.
Passage 5
1. Delores found a shirt to buy for her boyfriend. She took it up
to the sales counter. The clerk rang up the sale. He tore off the
saleslip and placed it and the shirt into a bag. Delores asked him
to give her the slip so she could keep it in her wallet. The clerk
said ok. The clerk pu£ the saleslip in the bag into her hand. She
left the store, happy with her purchase.
2. Delores found a shirt to buy for her boyfriend. She took it up
to the sales counter and the clerk rang up the sale. He got out a
bag to put the shirt in. Delores noticed that it had the store's
address and telephone number printed on the front. The clerk put the
saleslip in the bag after taking her money. Delores left the store,
happy with her purchase.
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3. Delores found a shirt to h»v u~ u ^ .
to the sales counter. The clerk r °L ?°
yfrifd - She took It up
sales slip. Delores remindedherself L toT "£^ °" thenight need a refund. The clerk put the L \ ^ Slip ' Sheto tod, Delore s lertlh-e^e.^ppfw^er^frctase^
to ^lUi: cZter.^he ole^£ IT'T' ** " "
sale«5 ciiin
"» «wk rang up the sale and tore off the
S ht need" "a refund" The"fork ^"the "a'l t0 if, ^ SUp " She^ to^ DeloTTs SffKAttt^
Passage 6
1. Mary was getting things ready for the dinner nar-tv e v,ahaving that evening. Everything was almost ready' but "then shenoticed that the cabinet looked a little bare. There was a vase offlowers on the dinner table, and another vase in the kitchen Shedecided some flowers would probably do the trick. M^ se't tSeIlP^exs on the table onto the cabinet, Her placeSen*l<j£
2. Mary was getting things ready for the dinner party she washaving that evening. Everything was almost ready, but then
noticed that the dinner table looked a little bare. She decided someflowers would do the trick. Marx set the flowers on the table beforeher quests arrived, Later, everyone commented on how pretty herplace looked.
was
3. Mary was getting things ready for the dinner party shehaving that evening. Everything was almost ready, but when shelooked at the cabinet and the table, she realized the dining roomlooked a little bare. She decided some flowers would do the trick
Mao. set the flowers on the table onto the cabinet. Her place then
looked pretty.
was4. Mary was getting things ready for the dinner party she
having that evening. Everything was almost ready, but when she
looked at the cabinet and the table, she realized the dining room
looked a little bare. She decided some flowers would do the trick.
Mary, set the flowers on the table before her guests arrived. Her
place then looked pretty.
Passage 7
13^
to^stT couple of^UST a0"" T* ^ * lMal
suspects to his office He iVft „n.
P
°
aSe
-
He drove the
other one to his office at the L ». ! T T and he t00k the
escaping. He didn't take any chances Th^ S°°d at
2
arre
h
s
e
t ?^2L? ,' SmaU ,"rkanSaS t0Wn went down to "» local bar
Us f ic?P1 ? 3 ?rd!r °aSa - 1116 sherlff d™ve the suspect
• "
e nad t0 hold her in his offi
to
to
arrived He'd heard <fh °
°
* ce until the FBI. she was good at escaping. He didn't take anvchances. Ihe sheriff locked the suspect in his office beforeoalled the FBJ^ Then he told the suipTcTTo calif 1^7. ~
3. The sheriff of a small Arkansas town went down to the local barto arrest a woman who was a suspect in a murder case. The sheri??
of?L\ TrT' t0 °ffiCe * He Wanted t0 Put the woman xn nil
lit , t
U he/ealized she might escape. The sheriff locked thejpecj, in his office into the Jail cell^ Then h«Ttcld thtlTspJclto call a lawyer. y
H. The sheriff of a small Arkansas town went down to the local barto arrest a woman who was a suspect in a murder case. The sheriffdrove the suspect to his office. He wanted to put the woman in his
office. Then he realized she might escape. The sheriff locked the
susPect lli his office before he called the FBI. Then he told the"
suspect to call a lawyer.
Passage 8
I. Sam worked at a factory warehouse. His job was to make sure
that boxes of merchandise were ready to be delivered. Sam had to
fill up a van so it could go out. He had a pile of boxes on a cart
and another pile on the floor. He knew some guys from another
department wanted it. Sam loaded the boxes on the cart onto the
van, Then he was free to take a much needed break.
2. Sam worked at a factory warehouse. His job was to make sure
that boxes of merchandise were ready to be delivered. Sam wanted to
go for his coffee break, but his boss said he had to fill up one more
cart before he could go. The boss knew some guys from another
department wanted it. Sam loaded the boxes on
,
the cart before his
coffee break. Then he was free to take a much needed break.
3. Sam worked at a factory warehouse. His job was to make sure
that boxes of merchandise were ready to be delivered. Sam wanted to
go for his coffee break, but his boss said he had a little more work
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to do. He wanted Sam to frpp .m * ~
departs. ^ 'boLVthe J?^?** ^ ™^was free to take a n,,,„h ^ZT^-~? Efla ^ Then hemuc needed break".
H, Sam worked at a factory warehouse in « • k
that boxes of merchandise were read to be tV *° ^ SUrego for his coffee break but LT? J delivered. Sam wanted to
to do. He wanted Saf to free up a ctrt *
UttU Bore W°'k
department. Sam loaded fho 1
SOme ^ in another^ Then h^was^ tffa^uof ne^e^ea^ ^
Passage 9
it
1
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toThe
he
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;t
ng Ra"dy/earran6e »ia stereo. He wanted to Hove
rSe^on^ ?£j? * ^ Tt ^2J%T£Z 2another one on the floor. Then Handy said he wanted to dust lit
TeTl^L thtVhelf\ ^ Said ^ W°Uld be SS to helThS
!2LpfrHant duST ~ the shelf^ the t^k. £ ^
it ovp, J« .I
1 "6 Randy rearranSe his stereo. He wanted to move
turn^M ^k
116
"
°f the r°°m
-
The
^ Sot the tape deck andrntable on a cabinet and they put a speaker on a shelf and one on
shelf Mh Randy said he should've dusted the cabinet and the
lltl/ fh ?
S
h I
N° Pr0bleffi '" Seth lifted Uie speaker on £he
Ra^d7''du^ted
a^^ ^ d6Sk ' — — turntable onto a cabinet?
3. Beth was helping Randy rearrange his stereo. He wanted to moveit over to the other end of the room. He couldn't decide whether he
wanted the stereo on his desk or on a shelf. They tried out both
arrangements. Beth lifted the sneaker on the shelf, the taoedeck.
and the turntable. Randy said it looked good.
4. Beth was helping Randy rearrange his stereo. He wanted to move
it over to the other end of the room. He couldn»t decide whether he
wanted the stereo on his desk or on a shelf. They tried out both
arrangements. Beth lifted the speaker on the shelf, the tapedeck
onto the desk, and the turntable onto a cabinet. Randy said it
looked good.
Passage 10
1
.
John was helping his neighbors get their stuff onto a moving
truck. They said that the next thing that should go on the truck was
the heavy furniture. John went to the house and saw that there wa
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2. John was helping his neighbors get their stuff nnfn =truck. They said the next thi nr fh.f »u ,1 to a movi ng
3. John was helping his neighbors set fche-fr. ,f„fp ~
truck They said that the next "thing tfat stou d ton to trucTwal
trlk
6aVy
H n
rnit
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S
° ^ Sh°Uld try t0 some of it closer to he
nn h * ^ .
eClded t0 S6t t0 WOrk
« MB the couch on the
525? ^thT^ck^ ^ «* r^-eioft£ 58
4. John was helping his neighbors get their stuff onto a movingtruck. They said that the next thing that should go on the truck was
fer!i
eaV
« H
nit
,
Ur
!\S0 ^ Sh°Uld try t0 S6t S0De of ifc to thetruck. He decided to get to work. Jj&n moved the couch on the£Prciu the fridge onto the truck, and a bed onto the grlisT Te ioTthem all over to the truck.
Passage 1
1
1. Little Annie's father told Annie that she could not go out toplay. Annie was furious. Her father knew Annie would try to break
things in the living room. There was a plant next to an expensive
ornament and another plant on top of the coffee table. Annie gave
her father a naughty look. Annie threw the plant on the coffee
table, IflS ornament, and .an ashtray. Her father was not pleased.
2. Little Annie's father told Annie that she could not go out to
play. Annie was furious. Her father knew Annie would try to break
things in the living room. Annie ran by a plant and an expensive
ornament. Her father gasped as Annie looked mischievously at the
fragile glass coffee table. Annie threw the plant on ihe coffee
table
i &££ ornament onto the rug f and an ashtray against the wall.
What a brat!
3. Little Annie's father told Annie that she could not go out to
play. Annie was furious. Her father knew Annie would try to break
things in the living room. Annie glanced at a plant and an ornament,
and then the glass coffee table caught her eye. Annie threw the
Plant on the coffee table, the ornament, and the ashtray. What a
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brat!
ml* \ father told Annie that could not go out to
Sfni, fn T*
fUri °US
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Her father knew A™*e would try to break
andThen h! "i?*
8 r°°^ Annle glanCed at a >lant and « ornamentthen t e glass coffee table caught her eye. Annie threw the£iant pn £he cpffee table, the ornament onto the r^^Sfthf^htr^against the wall. What a brat! — asn aV
Passage 12
1. Boris went out to buy some beer, wine, and soda for a picnic
a beerVnlllTl ^V^' ^ Sitting 0n a blanket^
the bLnJU n
WhllS an°ther b6er WaS restinS Precariously on
.^f; Suddenly a bee flew by and Boris jumped up. BorisJBillM the beer on the blanket, a glass of wine^ and the spda, What
2. Boris went out to buy some beer, wine, and soda for a picnic.
At first everything was fine. Boris was holding a beer in his hand
and talking to some friends. They were all sitting on a blanket thatborio iovoa. inly a bee flew by, and Boris jumped up.
spilled £h§_ beer on the blanket, a goass of wine onto his ;-irlfriendT
and the soda on the grass. The blanket was ruined.
3. Boris went out to buy some beer, wine, and soda for a picnic.
At first everything was fine. Boris was sitting on a blanket with a
couple of beers, talking to some friends. Suddenly a bee flew by and
Boris jumped up. Boris spilled the beer on the blanket, a glass of
Wine, .and the soda. There was a mess all over the lawn.
4. Boris went out to buy some beer, wine, and soda for a picnic.
At first everything was fine. Boris was sitting on a blanket with a
couple of beers, talking to some friends. Suddenly a bee flew by and
Boris jumped up. Boris spilled the beer on the blanket, a glass of
Wine onto his girlfriend, and the soda all over the grass. There was
a mess all over the lawn.
Passage 1.3
1. Sally is a very clumsy person, so the last place she should be
is in a kitchen. Nevertheless, Sally really likes to cook. One day
she decided to make an omelette for the family. She absent-mindedly
left one egg sitting on the counter, and another egg in the bowl.
Then the inevitable happened. Sallv broke the egg in £he bowl, a
plate
f and a glass of water. What a mess!
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sne decided to make an omelette for the fam-Mv <sv,o *
eggs and the other things she needed^o 'mTke^he ^SL^uT£SliSr?^ T1 — a Plate ' ^ a glass of water. ThfSand the broken dishes were all over the floor!
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Sally really likes to cook. One dayshe decided to make an omelette for the family. She got out some
eggs and the other things she needed to make the omelette. Sallvbroke ihe egg in the bowl, another egg onto the counter, and anoTheT
egg all over the radio. What a mess!
Passage 14
1. Susan decided to have a party. It got really wild. A few of
her friends were drunk and they got it in their heads to go for a
drive. Susan had a motorcycle, a van, and two cars. One car was in
the garage and the other had a flat tire. Her friends found the
keys. They, drove the car in the garage, the van f and the
motorcycle. Susan was not impressed.
2. Susan decided to have a party. It got really wild. A few of
her friends were drunk and got it in their heads to go for a drive.
Susan had a motorcycle, a van, and a car parked on the street. She'd
left the garage door open. Her friends found the keys. Thev drove
the car in the garage, the van onto the lawn, and the motorcycle onto
the patio, Susan was not impressed.
3. Susan decided to have a party. It got really wild. A few of
her friends were drunk and they got it in their heads to go for a
drive. Susan had a motorcycle, a van, and two cars. Her friends
found all the keys. Thev drove the car in the garage, the van, and
the motorcycle. Susan was not impressed.
4. Susan decided to have a party. It got really wild. A few of
her friends were drunk and they got it in their heads to go for a
drive. Susan had a motorcycle, a van, and two cars. Her friends
found all the keys. Thev drove the car in the garage . the van onto
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Passage 15
1
.
Ms. Brown is a real tvranf
important reports taken ^own^wn ' so^TelJel that iTtf "STsecretaries should go along with a couple of other offi fuOne secretary was working in the office, an another one was a't thlx
^^Ti^otri:w\r the deiesation S.^ m
Tu TZl off ^ — reCepti°ninh ' the file clexi~Th^
oof^i
13
'
13 3 real tyrant
* ™e 0ther d^ she went down to the
she need
0
.? ™ ,
empl °*ees were their lunch break becauseed some people to answer the office phones. She abruptlyordered everyone to work. She sent the secretary in the office ther^piip^^into the lobby^. and the file clerk i^olEeli^to^
3. Ms Brown is a real tyrant. One day she decided she needed afew people to carry out a task for someone from the head office eventhough the workers were having lunch. She immediately got thedelegation together. She sent the secretary in the office, the
receptionist, and the file clerk
T They all got in the secretaries'
Beetle and drove off.
4. Ms. Brown is a real tyrant. One day she decided she needed afew people to carry out a task for someone from the head office, even
though the workers were having lunch. She immediately got the
delegation together. She sent the secretary in the office, the
receptionist into the lobby, and the file clerk into the back
room.
W
hat a tyrant!
Passage 16
1. David loves animals. David liked to play at his friend Linda's
because she has lots of pets. Linda owns a cat, a hamster, and two
dogs. She keeps the mean dog in a doghouse and another dog in the
shed. David suddenly got the urge to steal her animals. He took the
dog in the shed, the cat, and the hamster. But they wouldn't all fit
in his wagon.
2. David loves animals. David liked to play at his friend Linda's
because she has lots of pets. Linda owns a cat, a hamster, and a
mean dog. She asked David to put the dog in the shed and to put the
other animals anywhere he wanted. David said he'd be happy to. He
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« fTll ?aV" Sald he ' d be hapW t0 take oare of ?he mean' dog
fLffufdir. .*!?* ^ ^ haffiSt^ But he founduney wouldn't all stay in his wagon.
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David liked to play at his friend Linda'sbec use she has lots of pets. Linda owns a mean dog that she'ssupposed to keep in the shed, as well as some other dogs" a cat, anda hamster David said he'd be happy to take care of the mean dog.
Hfi the dog in the shed, the est into the house, and ihe hamsterinto the garage. Then the dog bit him.
Passage 17
1. Dr. McVicar had two heart patients, and both of them had had an
operation performed on them. One of the patients responded very well
to the surgery, but he knew that the other patient was not going to
live. The sad part was that both of the patients believed they'd be
fine. The man expected to die would no_£ give up. easily. The doctor
knew he'd never accept his death.
2. Dr. McVicar had a heart patient who had just had an operation
performed on him. Unfortunately, the man was not going to pull
through. The doctor was talking to him about how he felt, and found
that the patient wasn't taking the bad news very well. The man
expected to die but would not give UP easily. He blamed the doctor
for not having performed the operation well enough.
3. Dr. McVicar had some heart patients, and he tried a new
procedure on them. All but one were expected to pull through. Dr.
McVicar decided to talk to the patient who was dying to see how he
was doing. The man expected to die would not give up easily. He
believed that if he put up enough of a fight, he might survive.
4. Dr. McVicar had some heart patients, and he tried a new
procedure on them. All but one were expected to pull through. Dr.
McVicar decided to talk to the patient who was dying to see how he
was doing. The man expected to die but would not give up easily. He
believed that if he put up enough of a fight, he might survive.
Passage 18
1. John worked as a reporter for a newspaper. He knew a maior
w th'aTan. ^ °Ver ^ may°r SCanda1 ' He went to hTs editors
ahead with' th^ ^°
me Ph
u
°t0S b6CaUSe he needed thei
' to go
^nufn t ?
°ry
"
HS ran a tape for one of h^ editors, and heshowed some photos to the other. The editor plaved the taji agreedthe story was bi^ The other editor urged Johnlo^e" odious!
9f«™ K
W°rked 33 a reP°rter for" * newspaper. He knew a majorstory was brewing over the mayor scandal. He went to his editors
111 h ,f»?\u
S°me Ph°t0S because he ^eded their approval to goahead with the story. He gave a tape to his editor and told him tolisten carefully to it. The editor plaved the tape and agreed the
story, was big^ But he urged John to be cautious.
3. John worked as a reporter for a newspaper. He knew a major
story was brewing over the mayor scandal. He went to his editors
with a tape and some photos because he needed their approval to go
ahead with the story. He brought out a tape for one of his editors
and told him to listen to it. The editor Plaved the tape agreed the
story, was big, But he urged John to be cautious.
4. John worked as a reporter for a newspaper. He knew a major
story was brewing over the mayor scandal. He went to his editors
with a tape and some photos because he needed their approval to go
ahead with the story. He brought out a tape for one of his editors
and told him to listen to it. The editor plaved the tape and agreed
the story vias big. But he urged John to be cautious.
Passage 19
1. A school was offering cooking classes. The teacher was curious
about on man because he knew he'd already learned the material in
another cooking class. He decided to explain a new gravy-making
method to the experienced student and to explain the standard method
to someone more naive. The man taught the new method thought that
the standard one might be. better. But he was wrong.
2. A school was offering cooking classes. The teacher of the class
had just read about a new technique for making gravy, but he's never
actually tried it himself. He decided that his students made
suitable guinea pigs. The man taught the new method but thought that
the standard method might be superior. But he was wrong.
3. A school was offering cooking classes. The teacher of the class
had just read about a new technique for making gravy, but he'd never
actually tried it. He planned to explain the new method to one more
experienced student, and let the others learn the standard method.
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Passage 20
1. Once upon a time, there lived three ugly brother trolls Eachmorning, one of them would go out and steal whatever he could!' Today
his
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Vook
The ^ Q™ h™ ^ * "eMntn e . to a princess to one brother, and a pot of soldto the other The troll brought the princess thought she SitedSLSmsh. la eat. The princess screamed. i522fl
3. Once upon a time, there lived three ugly brother trolls. Each
morning one of them would go out and steal whatever he could. Todaythe king's castle would be left unguarded. The troll seized a pot ofgold and then remembered that his brothers had asked for the king'sfat daughter. The troll brought the princess thought she looked good
e"QUfth Jtfi eat. The princess screamed. —
4. Once upon a time, there lived three ugly brother trolls. Each
morning, one of them would go out and steal whatever he could. Today
the king's castle would be left unguarded. The troll seized a pot of
gold and then remembered that his brothers had asked for the king's
fat daughter. The troll brought _£he princess and thought she looked
g£Q_d enough £o eat. The princess screamed.
Passage 21
1. Sally's job was to select horses that were strong and healthy
for racing competitions. Her qualification test involved taking the
horses down to a nearby farm. Sally rode a mare through the fields
and by the farmer's old barn, and her assistant rode a stallion right
to the boundary of the next farm. The horse raced past the barn fell
in a_ puddle. What a mess!
2. Sally's job was to select horses that were strong and healthy
for racing competitions. Her qualification test involved taking the
horses down to a nearby farm. She'd let each horse run freely
through the fields and by the farmer's old barn, and then to the
boundary of the next farm. She tested one out. The horse raced past
1^3
the barn and fell in a puddle. What a mess!
fJ'„
Sally,S J °b WaS t0 SeleCt horses that were strong and healthvor racing competitions. Her qualification test involved Ukins £Shorses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant^ would each" takea horse and ride it hard, through the fields and by the old barn If
horses down to a nearby farm. She and her assistant would each takea horse and ride it hard, through the fields and by the old barn I?a horse seemed good, it could run freely. The horse raced oast thebarn and fell in a puddle. What a mess! ™
Passage 22
1. A group of women were sitting in a bar. Their conversation wasinterrupted when a few men asked whether they could sit down. They
said no, but the men sat down anyway. One guy cornered two of the
women. He just ignored one of them, and with the other one, helaunched into a long and childish joke. Jhe woman told the jokedidn't think it was funnv. Then the men left.
2. A group of women were sitting in a bar. Their conversation was
interrupted when a few men asked whether they could sit down. They
said no, but the men sat down anyway. They gave one woman a slip of
paper that had a joke written on it, and they asked her to read it.
The woman tpld ihe joke but didn't think it ^as funnv. Then the men
left.
3. A group of women were sitting in a bar. Their conversation was
interrupted when a few men asked whether they could sit down. They
said no, but the men sat down anyway. One guy launched into a silly
joke with a woman, while another guy was trying to get someone to
read a xeroxed joke he'd brought with him. Xhe_ woman told the joke
didn't think it. was funnv. Then the men left.
4. A group of women were sitting in a bar. Their conversation was
interrupted when a few men asked whether they could sit down. They
said no, but the men sat down anyway. One guy launched into a silly
joke with a woman, while another guy was trying to get someone to
read a xeroxed joke he'd brought with him. The woman told the ioke
but didn' t think it was funny. Then the men left.
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Passage 23
1. The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike. The workerswere represented by two different unions. One of the unions Tent tothe newspapers and stated their complaints against the company! Thea~ The un" thiH%° ne Uni °n t0 C°Urt ' but left the other unionlone. j£ ion sued for damages didn't expect the settls ,rt: & belarge, The jury was on their side. —
2
'
lhe 1
-t an asbestos mine were on strike. The workerswere represented by two different unions. One union took the step oftaking the company to court over some workers' deaths. They arpuedthe company was responsible for those deaths. The union sued fordamages Mt didnit expect the settlement to be laj^eT^he^mpInThad good lawyers.
3. The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike. The workers
were represented by two different unions. One union had taken the
step of taking the company to court over some workers' deaths. The
company decided to countersue the union, claiming that the strike was
costing them money. The union sued for damages didn't expect the
Sfiltlfinsnt £2. bg. large. The company had good lawyers.
4. The workers at an asbestos mine were on strike. The workers
were represented by two different unions. One union had taken the
step of taking the company to court over some workers 1 deaths. The
company decided to countersue the union, claiming that the strike was
costing them money. The union sued for damages but didn't expect the
settlement t£ bg. large. The company had good lawyers.
Passage 24
1. Some business students analyzed the bike shops in Amherst for a
class study. The made some recommendations and sent them to half the
companies they analyzed, but they sent no information to the other
companies. The companies mailed the information decided to
discontinue certain services immediately. They trusted the young
students.
2. Some business students analyzed the bike shops in Amherst for a
class study. The students asked the companies for information so
that they could figure out what the companies were doing wrong. The
companies mailed the information but decided to discontinue certain
services immediately. They did not trust the young students.
3. Some business students analyzed the bike shops in Amherst for a
class study. They sent out some recommendations to all the
Ik5
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Passage 25
1. A salesman at a used car dealership was sick of a Vega they'dhad around for over a year. That very day, he managed to get rid Jtwo lemons that had been hanging around the showroom. He got onecustomer to buy a Citation, and he got another man to buy the Vegathey wanted to get rid of. The man so^d the Ve^a kngw. he wasn'tfigt^Pg £ XSZZ good deal, But he couldn't afford anything better!
2. A salesman at a used car dealership in Boston wanted to get
salesman of the monty. He needed to sell lots of cars He
especially wanted to get rid of the Vega that had been hanging around
the showroom. He got his chance the other day when someone came in
the showroom. The man sold the lega but kngw_ he wasn't getting a
very, good deal. Vegas are awful cars.
3. A couple of salesmen at a used car dealership were standing
around talking. One salesman said he wondered when they'd sell the
Vega. Right then, three young men came in and each bought a car.
One poor guy purchased the Vega, and the others got cars that were
almost as bad as the Vega. The man sold the Vega knew he wasn't
getting a very good deal. Vegas are awful cars.
4. A couple of salesmen at a used car dealership were standing
around talking. One salesman said he wondered when they'd sell the
Vega. Right then, three young men came in and each bought a car.
One poor guy purchased the Vega, and the others got cars that were
almost as bad as the Vega. The man sold the Vega but knew he wasn't
getting a very good deal. Vegas are awful cars.
Passage 26
1. The Stevensons were having a party. One of the maids was
passing out delicacies and champagne and she walked over to two
guests near the pool. The maid recognized one woman, but she had
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JS*2? 7 P.aSSinS °Ut delicacies and champagne to the otherse walked over to a group of people near the pool. She passed outthe champagne and caviar on the tray to the guests. The woman served
^inT^walfo^H^^111^^^ She was^Tus^Snavmg to walk on such a slippery floor.
.JL* ,
Steve"s°ns were havin§ a party. The guests were standing
around eating delicacies and drinking champagne. There were somepeople standing near the pool. A guest passed out some caviar to a
woman, and she gave champagne to the men. The woman served the
caviar almost fell into the nool^ She wasn't used tVhlviT^to" walk
on such a slippery floor.
n. The Stevensons were having a party. The guests were standing
around eating delicacies and drinking champagne. There were some
people standing near the pool. A guest passed out some caviar to a
woman, and she gave champagne to the men. The woman served the
caviar and almost fell into the pool. She wasn't used to having to
walk on such a slippery floor.
Passage 27
1. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who had been
told to stay off the booze. You can imagine how surprised he was to
see the two men walk in. They said they felt they we 2. A bartender
was close friends with a couple of men who had been told they had to
stay off the booze. You can imagine how surprised he was to see the
two men walk in. They said they felt they were ready to try out
their willpower. One guy even went so far as to tell the bartender
to bring him a beer. The man ordered the drink but refused to drink
it. He knew he'd regret it.
3. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who had been
told they had to stay off the booze. You can imagine how surprised
he was to see the two men walk in. They said they felt they were
ready to try out their willpower. One guy even told the bartender to
bring his friend a drink. The man ordered the drink refused to drink
it. He knew he'd regret falling off the wagon.
4. A bartender was close friends with a couple of men who had been
told they had to stay off the booze. You can imagine how surprised
he was to see the two men walk in. They said they felt they were
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Passage 28
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S Zt m*™ser jumped up because he saw that one woman wantedto buy a very expensive belt. She was waiting at the register TheH2maa Eaid tfle money, and left the siore inn.ediateJv " The otheTfbrowsed for a while. n rs
3. The owner and the manager of a boutique were having a meetingSome customers and two clerks walked in. The clerks had come inbecause it was pay day. The store seemed very crowded, with people
standing around the cash register either wanting money or wanting to
make a purchase. Jhe woman paid the money left the storeimmediately. The others left soon after.
4. The owner and the manager of a boutique were having a meeting
Some customers and two clerks walked in. The clerks had come inbecause it was pay day. The store seemed very crowded, with people
standing around the cash register either wanting money or wanting to
make a purchase. The woman paid the money and left the store
immediately. The others left soon after.
Passage 29
1
.
One morning a guy came across an amazing story about Ronald
Reagan's past. He walked over to two men standing near the water
fountain, he knew one man loved hearing dirt about Reagan. The guy
recited the story to him, but the other man got called into the
boss's office. The man read the story said it just confirmed his
suspicions. They wondered whether the story was true.
2. One morning a guy came across an amazing story about Ronald
Reagan's past. He waoked over to a group of his coworkers standing
near the water fountain. He said, "Hey, do you guys want to hear
something funny about Reagan?" They said sure. The man read the
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"Hey, do you guys want to hear nmet&^^Z'Zw™<^tithem said sure, but the others said that they had to get tc? workright away. Jhe man read the storv and iJai'H if A,,~t- ai , . .tPry said it. just confirmed hissuspicipns, They wondered whether the stor7Tas~rueT
Passage 30
1. A carload of skiers stopped at a small-town general store to get
some directions. The driver of the car walked towards a couple of
old men sitting on the front steps. He smiled at one of them and he
asked the other to show him how to get back onto the interstate. The
man asked for directions pulled out a map. of New England. The driVe7
got everything straightened out.
2. A carload of skiers stopped at a small- town general store to get
some directions. The driver of the car walked up to the old man who
worked at the store. He brought along his knapsack because there
were maps inside. He told the old man they were lost. The man asked
for directions and pulled out a sap. of New. England. The old man
straightened everything out for him.
3. A carload of skiers stopped at a small-town general store to get
some directions. The driver of the car walked up to some old-timers
sitting on the front steps. He said that he and his friends were
lost and they wanted to find the interstate. The nan asked for
directions pulled out a map of New England. The driver got
everything straightened out.
H. A carload of skiers stopped at a small-town general store to get
some directions. The driver of the car walked up to some old-timers
sitting on the front steps. He said that he and his friends were
lost and they wanted to find the interstate. The man asked for
directions and pulled out a map of New England. The driver got
everything straightened out.
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Passage 31
1. A few female managers were competing for the same promotionThe announcement would be made that day through the office mail. Onewoman especially wanted the promotion because she needed moneyFinally the secretary arrived with the mail and some messages. Shegave one woman a message and the other a letter. The woman delivered
the letter suddenly got upset. It was just a tax slip!
2. A few female managers were competing for the same promotion.
The announcement would be made that day so whenever the secretary whodelivered the mail walked by, everyone looked at her expectantly.
Finally, she arrived with the daily mail and she started passing it
out. She came to the special letter. The. woman delivered the letter
and then suddenly got upset. She'd brought the wrong letter.
3. A few female managers were competing for the same promotion.
The announcement would be made that day, so whenever the secretary
who delivered the mail walked by, everyone looked at her
expectantly. Finally, she arrived with the daily mail and some phone
messages. The managers looked at her anxiously. The woman delivered
the letter suddenly got upset. She brought the wrong letter.
4. A few female managers were competing for the same promotion.
The announcement would be made that day, so whenever the secretary
who delivered the mail walked by, everyone looked at her
expectantly. Finally, she arrived with the daily mail and some phone
messages. The managers looked at her anxiously. The woman delivered
the letter and then suddenly got upset. She brought the wrong
letter.
Passage 32
1. A computer company decided to open up a regional office. They
wanted the most reputable company in the area to build the building.
A few firms placed bids, but only two were taken seriously. They
chose the company with the better reputation. They rejected the bid
from the other one. The company awarded the contract was anxious for
the project to get started. It was a big project.
2. A computer company decided to open up a regional office. They
wanted the most reputable company in the area to build the building.
They finally found one they felt deserved such a big contract. The
company awarded the contract and was anxious f or the project to get
started. It was a big project.
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APPENDIX D
Target Sentences Questions, Experiment 2
1. Katie put the dress on the bed.
2. George put the record on a turntable.
3. Leslie placed the dress on the mannequin.
4. Laura is possessive about her big dolls.
5. Delores found a shirt for her boyfriend.
6. Mary put the flowers on the cabinet.
7. The sheriff locked the suspect into his office.
8. Sam put the boxes on a van.
9. Beth placed the speaker on top of the shelf.
10. John was moving himself.
11. Annie threw the plant that was on the coffee table.
12. Boris spilled the beer onto a blanket.
13. Sally broke an egg onto the floor.
14. Susan's friends put the car in the garage.
15. Ms. Brown ordered the secretary back to her office,
16. David likes animals.
17. The patient believed he would not live.
18. John worked as a reporter for a newspaper.
19. The student thought the new method would be better.
20. The troll who brought the princess to his brothers thought she
looked good.
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21. Sally selected dogs for races.
22. The person who was told the joke liked it.
23. The company was sued by the union.
24. The students sent out the information.
25. The salesman knew the buyer wasn't getting a good deal.
26. The server of the caviar almost fell into the pool.
27. The men were allowed to drink.
28. The clerk left the store immediately.
29. The man who the guy read the story to said it confirmed his
suspicions.
30. The driver pulled out a map.
31. The manager got upset.
32. The computer company awarded the contract to two companies.


